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Abstract 

 

 

This thesis deals with the subject of sales activations and brand-building campaigns and 

what causes the differences in how companies approach them. Having the right balance 

between these two methods can be crucial for the long-term success of the company. If 

companies are too focused on sales, they can sacrifice the long-term health of the brand. 

And if they are too, brand-focused, they might be missing out on possible sales. To 

maximize the effectiveness of a marketing campaign companies, need to know how to 

create the right content, how to use targeting, what metrics and media channels to use and 

how to balance brand-building and sales activations. 

The research question for this thesis is, how do companies approach sales activations and 

brand-building campaigns?  

To help answer the research question, the researcher conducted four in-depth interviews 

with experts from the field of marketing in Iceland. During the analysis of the qualitative 

results, an exciting trend was identified, and the following sub research question was 

formed. Are companies tracking how much of their advertising budget is spent on sales 

activation and brand-building?   

To answer the sub research, question a questioner was sent out to companies. 

The results of the studies show that little more than half of companies are measuring how 

much is they spent on brand-building and sales activations. When it comes to balancing 

sales activation and brand-building campaigns, it seems that a lack of awareness of what 

the right balance is might be causing lowered effectiveness of campaigns. 
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1.Introduction 

 

This thesis deals with the subject of advertising campaigns and what causes the 

differences in how companies approach them.  

Advertising can increase sales for companies in two ways, with brand-building where the 

goal is to improve the awareness and image of the brand and with sales activations where 

the focus is on increasing short term sales. Having the right balance between these two 

methods can be crucial for the long-term success of the company. If companies are too 

focused on sales, they can sacrifice the long-term health of the brand. And if they are too, 

brand-focused, they might be missing out on possible sales. But having the right balance 

is not enough. Companies must create advertising content that fits with the objectives off 

the campaign. They must have a clear idea of what the target market is. Is the plan to 

speak to everybody or a specific segment? They must decide what channels to use to 

reach the target audience. And finally, they must know how to measure the success of 

their campaigns. Companies should use different approaches to content creation, 

targeting, media buying, and marketing metrics based on what the objectives for the 

campaign are. Is the campaign meant to increase sales or build up the brand?  

 

The choice of topic was influenced by the author's experience in the field of advertising. 

For the last three years, he has worked at a media buying agency in Iceland, where he 

specialises in online marketing. In his job, he has worked with some of the biggest 

companies in Iceland. He has also had some experience working with smaller clients that 

are launching new companies. Working with a variety of companies has given the author 

a rather broad perspective on how companies in Iceland run their marketing campaigns. 

In the author's experience, the importance that is put on brand-building and sales 

activations can vary a lot between companies. There can be many reasons why companies 

might overemphasise sales activations. In the author's opinion, a lack of knowledge about 

the importance of having a strong brand can affect how companies choose to balance their 

marketing campaigns. In the author's experience, he has also noticed a discrepancy in 

how companies treat, market segmentation, content creation and marketing metrics.  
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Previous research has shown that brand managers are moving budget from brand-building 

to sales activations. Les Binet and Peter Field have been analysing advertising campaigns 

for over 15 years. Their results show that most metrics that measure the health of brands 

have been lowering. The only metrics that have a positive trend are short term sales 

effects. It is quite clear that companies are sacrificing the health of their brands for short 

term spikes in sales (Binet & Field, 2017). Advancements in online marketing have made 

it possible for marketers to find the most profitable customers and target them, especially. 

The number one goal for many companies is to find more loyal customers that will buy 

more often. Research done by Byron Sharp at Ehrenberg-Bass Institute for Marketing 

Science has shown that focusing on loyalty rather than market penetration is not a good 

strategy to grow.   

The recent outbreak of the COVID 19 pandemic has influenced financial markets all over 

the world. According to the World Bank, the world could be heading into the most 

significant recession since the second world war (Felsenthal, 2020). Many businesses' 

first move when facing a recession is to cut the marketing budget. And what is left of the 

budget most often is spent on sales activations to try and soften the blow. This strategy 

could help protect short term profits, but it certainly will hurt the brand in the long-term. 

There are often hidden opportunities in a recession. When everybody in the market cuts 

back on marketing spend, it is the companies that double down that will come out on top. 

It is an excellent opportunity to increase the company's share of voice (Jocs & Qelch, 

2014). With the looming recession hanging over the market, companies must be aware of 

the importance of brand-building. Otherwise, we could see an even more significant 

increase in short term sales activations than has been happening over the last couple of 

years. 

This thesis is meant to build on existing research to find out how companies are 

approaching advertising campaigns and identify possible mistakes that companies may 

be doing. In these troubled times, the importance of brand-building has never been as 

high. 

Research questions 

The goal of this research is to get a clearer idea of how companies approach marketing 

campaigns and what causes them to deviate from the best practice that has been laid out 

in previous research by marketing professionals. What are successful companies doing 

right, and what mistakes might other firms be making? 

The research question for this thesis is. 
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How do companies approach sales activations and brand-building campaigns? 

To help answer the research question, the author conducted four in-depth interviews with 

experts from the field of marketing in Iceland. During the analysis of the qualitative 

results for this research, an exciting trend was identified, and the following sub research 

question was formed. Are companies tracking how much of their advertising budget is 

spent on sales activations and brand-building?  A quantitative study was conducted to 

try and answer this question. A questionnaire was sent out to companies.  

 

Overview of the thesis structure 

This thesis starts with a literature review. There the previous research and writings from 

marketing scholars will be explored. The literature review begins with a chapter where 

the concepts of brand-building and sales activation are introduced, and previous research 

on how to balance brand-building and sales activations correctly are reviewed. When it 

comes to these two methods having the right balance is just the beginning. Chapter two 

of the literature review goes into details about content creation. Having good content that 

fits well with the objectives of the campaign is essential for the overall effectiveness of 

an advertising campaign. After that is a chapter on targeting. Targeting is a hot topic in 

the marketing world today. We are seeing a debate between two sites. One site is for 

targeting and the other for mass marketing. These two different views will be explored, 

and finally, we will go over how the topic of targeting relates to brand-building and sales 

activations. After that is a small chapter on media buying where the importance of reach 

is discussed. After that is a chapter on marketing metrics. Companies need to have a 

variety of metrics that together tell the whole story. The literature review ends on a short 

overview of how Adidas switched their focus from marketing efficiency onto marketing 

effectiveness and how that involved rethinking their balance of brand-building and sales 

activations.  

After the literature review is a chapter on the methodology that was used in this study, 

the chapter includes details about what research methods were chosen and what data was 

gathered.  

In the chapter after that the results from the studies will be displayed. The results will 

then be discussed and used to try and answer the research question. The thesis ends on a 

chapter where the results of the studies will be summarised and limitations of the study 

and possible future research will be discussed. 
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2. Literature review 

 

2.1.Brand-building vs sales activations 

 

Companies can improve sales with advertising in two ways, with brand-building or sales 

activations. In this chapter of the literature review, these two concepts will be explored. 

The chapter starts with a discussion about brands and how companies can benefit from 

having a strong brand. We will go into details about concepts like brand equity and brand 

awareness and the framing effect. After that, the idea of brand-building and sales 

activations will be introduced. We will explore how too many sales promotions, which 

are a type of sales activation, can have adverse effects on the brand. The chapter ends 

with a discussion about the research that Les Binet and Peter Field have done on how 

companies should balance sales activations and brand-building. Balancing the two 

methods correctly is vital for the long-term success of the company. 

 

2.1.1. Brand Building 

 

Branding 

 

The concept of a brand has been with humans ever since craftsmen started carving their 

initials into their handiwork. The concept has changed a lot since then. Today there are 

many different definitions on what the word brand means.  

According to the American Marketing Association, the definition of a brand is "the name, 

term, sign, symbol or design, or combination of them intended to identify the goods and 

services of one seller or group of sellers and to differentiate them from those of other 

sellers".  Another definition highly regarded by many was made by Al Achenbaum, 

founder and president of the Achenbaum Institute of Marketing "what distinguishes a 

brand from its unbranded commodity counterpart and gives it its equity is the sum total 

of consumers' perceptions and feelings about a product's attributes, about how it performs, 

about the brand name and about the company associated with producing". What makes 

this definition, so good is how simple it is (Hanson & Rivers, 2018). Though marketers 

may disagree on a specific definition, the benefits of having a brand are undeniable.  
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A brand makes it possible for companies to claim ownership of a product. Having a brand 

tells the world that your company made the product. And it goes beyond just the product. 

It is used for example in your shop, on company merchandise like t-shirts, hats, pens and 

on the company's website. The company can brand all these touchpoints, so the customer 

knows that they came from your company. People tend to pay more attention to things 

that they recognize. If people are familiar with and like your brand, they are more likely 

to buy it (Huang & Fang, 2016).  

A brand also allows companies to anchor desired associations to the product. Companies 

can use the brand as an anchor for messages in the minds of consumers. This is best 

explained by an example. McDonald's puts up a sign saying that they have started serving 

tacos. If a consumer who knows McDonald's sees this sign, he now has built a link in his 

mind between McDonald's and tacos. Next time he thinks of tacos hopefully, McDonald's 

will come to mind. This anchoring effect is not only significant when companies are 

launching new products. McDonald's have been serving breakfast for years. If a consumer 

sees a McDonald's breakfast commercial, then the link between breakfast and McDonald's 

is freshened. If the same consumer would see an ad from Starbucks, advertising their 

breakfast choices, then it might take over the little part of the consumer's brain where he 

stores information about breakfast. That is why it is so essential for companies to keep 

their brand relevant with advertising (Romaniuk, 2018).  

The brand can also tie together different marketing activities. Companies advertise on 

multiple media, i.e. TV, radio, Facebook. The brand links these advertisements together. 

It also allows companies to sell through different distribution channels (Romaniuk, 2018).   

 

A strong brand can create a competitive advantage for companies. If a company only 

competes on price, it leaves itself vulnerable to a competitor that can offer a similar 

product for a lower price. The same is true if the company competes on product alone. 

All it takes for the company to lose its advantage is for someone to create a better product 

or a product with the same qualities but cheaper. A strong brand is so valuable because it 

increases the threshold for a new entry to the market significantly (Hanson & Rivers, 

2018).  
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The added value that a brand gives a product is called brand equity. The product alone is 

something that serves a functional purpose. A jacket keeps you warm, a car gets you from 

place A to B and your phone allows you to talk to your friends. The brand enhances the 

value of the product for the customer beyond its functional benefits (Farquar, 1989). This 

explains why some people are willing to spend a lot of money on designer clothing. The 

higher the brand equity, the more the customer is willing to pay for the product (Yoo, 

Donthu & Lee, 2000). Increased brand equity also increases the chances of people 

choosing your brand and increases the likeliness of the brand growing (Algon & Samuel, 

2013). Companies can measure their brand equity. For example, the Marriott hotel found 

out that by adding its name to Fairfield Inn, they increased the occupancy rate by 15 %. 

Kellogg’s found out that adding their logo to the cereal box increased the likelihood that 

their product was chosen from 47% to 59% (Farquar, 1989). Brand equity is a 

combination of brand loyalty, brand association and brand awareness. A great way to 

increase brand equity is to raise awareness through advertising (Aker, 1996).  

 

Brand awareness is used to describe the customer's ability to recognize or remember that 

a brand is a part of a specific category. The customer has built a link between the product 

and the category. A brand can have different levels of awareness. The lowest level of 

awareness is called brand recognition, see figure 1. To 

measure brand recognition, a test called aided recall is 

used. Customers are given several brand names and are 

asked to identify those that belong to a particular 

category. Because the participants are given the names 

of the brands, there does not have to be a strong link 

between the brands and the category. The level above 

brand recognition is the brand recall. To test brand recall 

participants are asked to name all the brands that they 

remember from a specific category. This is called unaided recall because different from 

brand recall participants are not provided with the names of the brands in the category. 

The first brand that comes to participants mind in the unaided brand recall test gets the 

position called top of mind. That means that it is the first brand that the customer thinks 

of which can be very valuable (Aker, 1991).  

 

Figure 1:The Awareness pyramid (Aker, 1991) 
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Byron Sharp, the director of Ehrenberg-Bass institute for marketing science, thinks there 

is a problem with typical brand awareness measurements. He believes that only measuring 

the link between the brand name and the category is limited. He says the reason for this 

kind of testing is that interviewing over the phone dominated market research for many 

years. Showing the brand itself or any of the brand assets is hard to do over the phone, so 

the brand name was used. These kinds of tests do a lousy job of measuring customers' 

memory structures. They are a poor prediction of how often the brand will be recognized 

or remembered in a buying situation. Instead of talking about brand awareness Sharp uses 

a term called brand salience (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2004).  

Brand salience is measured by the quantity and quality of the memory link that the 

customer has to a brand. The quality of the link has two sides. How strong the association 

is and how relevant it is. Memory links can vary in strength. For example, for some people 

hearing an Elvis Presley song will make them think of a peanut butter sandwich. For many 

people in America, the link between Elvis and peanut butter sandwich is strong, but for 

other countries not so much. The relevance of the link is also essential. It is unlikely that 

people will hear an Elvis Presley song when they are in a position to buy a peanut butter 

sandwich. It is commonly assumed that when brands score high in traditional awareness 

measures, but sales are not good that people simply do not like the product. The problem 

could be that though customers know of the brand they rarely think of it when they are in 

a buying situation.  Customers use different cues to retrieve memories about a brand in 

buying situations. For example, buyers may have different cues for something to eat in 

the morning. It could be that they want something low in fat or something quick and 

healthy, others may be looking for food that is convenient. Customers are not always 

aware of the cues that they are using to make decisions. By building different memory 

links to your brand you increase the number of people that will think of the brand and the 

number of times each person thinks about the brand.  If a breakfast cereal brand can build 

links with customers that their brand is low in calories, quick, healthy and convenient, it 

can appeal to a broad base of customers (Sharp, 2010).  

Customers rarely use only one cue all the time. For example, people are not always 

looking for something healthy to eat.  This is something that marketers often overlook 

when segmenting a market. When companies think of their competition, they usually only 

think of products in the same category. It may be better to think of the market as 

competition for cues. For example, when people think of something that can wake them 

up in the morning, they may think of coffee, Coca Cola, an energy drink or going for a 
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run (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2018). So, a big part of the brand equity is how well the brand 

is known.  That is why a brand, like Coca Cola, which is known all over the world, is so 

valuable.  

 

Another way of looking at what a brand can do for a product and how it can affect 

customers decisions is through the framing effect. 

Daniel Kahneman, a psychologist and economist, used this picture, see figure 2, to explain 

the framing effect in his Nobel prize 

speech. Framing has a lot to do with how 

people make decisions. Scientists call the 

smaller squares that are in front of the 

bigger ones, figures. The larger squares 

form the background. They are the frame 

for the smaller squares. If you look at the figures, 

the one on the right looks a little bit darker than the other. In reality, they are the same 

color. The bigger squares create the illusion that the figures are not the same color. The 

background changes how people see the figure. Even though people know that the smaller 

squares are the same color, they cannot help but see them differently (Kahneman, 2003).  

The framing effect is crucial for marketers. It explains how brands can affect people's 

decisions. The brand is the big square, and the product is the figure. People concentrate 

on the figure, but the background changes their perception. The power of brands has been 

proven with blind tests. Branded products do better than non-branded ones, even though 

the product is identical. The brand increases the perceived value and customers are willing 

to spend more on the product. This explains why people are willing to pay 2000 euros 

more for a VW Sharan than for a Ford Galaxy, which are identical cars, produced at the 

same factory.  Starbucks can sell their coffee at a significant price premium. When you 

walk into a Starbucks, you notice the nice and cozy interior design, the smell is good, and 

there is relaxing music playing. When you visit Starbucks, it is more than just a quick 

stop where you can grab a coffee to go. You could say that the Starbucks brand frames 

the coffee experience as a small holiday in the middle of your busy day. The frame can 

be changed. For example, in China, people do not come to Starbucks for a small holiday. 

But instead to signal their status. This affected sales because people did not want to buy 

coffee to take away. Starbucks increased the size of the shops to be able to serve more 

people. In a blind test, it is unlikely that Starbucks would score any higher than its 

Figure 2: The framing effect (Kahneman, 2003) 
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competitors. That does not change the fact that people are willing to pay a premium price 

for the brand that frames the product. This added value that the frame gives to the product 

is another way of looking at brand equity. The increased margin that this brings Starbucks 

on every cup sold is why the business is thriving. This is why branding is so important. 

The framing effect is not just useful for tangible products. In the UK, the perceived 

network quality score for Virgin mobile is much higher than for T-Mobile. Both 

companies use the same network. The framing effects of a brand are especially important 

for service companies. It is often quite challenging for consumers to judge the quality and 

value of the service. Comparing services is even more challenging. That is why creating 

strong brands is crucial in the service industry if companies want to differentiate 

themselves from the competition. The perceived value is strongly affected by the brand 

(Barden, 2013). 

 

 

Brand Building 

 

Brand building is the process of using advertisements to strengthen brand equity through 

increased brand salience and positive brand associations (Buil, Chernatony & Martínez, 

2011). Brand building is a long-term job. The goal is to build memory structures that 

position the brand in the minds of consumers and increase the likeliness of being thought 

of in buying situations (Binet & Field, 2018). 

Brand-building involves speaking to consumers long before they come and buy from you. 

The aim is to talk to everybody in the target market, which requires broad reach media. 

You want to be able to reach as many people as your budget allows (Romaniuk, 2016). 

When you are going for broad reach, you are speaking to a lot of people that are not 

interested in your product. You cannot assume close attention when designing your 

advertisements. To capture consumers' attention, companies should create ads that use 

emotional rather than rational messaging. Emotional campaigns help in building strong 

brands by creating long-term memory structures. Emotional messaging is excellent at 

capturing people's attention even if they are not looking to buy the brand in the upcoming 

weeks (Binet & Field, 2017).  
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2.1.2. Sales activations 

 

With sales activation, the focus is on improving short term sales uplifts. The goal is to get 

customers to buy now (Binet & Field, 2018). You want to try and appeal to people that 

are in the market today, so tight targeting where you focus on the most profitable 

customers should be applied (Biglione, 2018). Because you are speaking to people that 

are interested in what you have to say, rational ads that showcase the qualities of the 

product are better suited than emotional, creative commercials (Binet & Field, 2017).  

 

There are many ways to increase short term sales. A popular method is to have a sales 

promotion. What is appealing to many marketers about sale promotion is that they have 

an immediate effect on sales. How large a sales spike they produce depends on the size 

of the brand and how big the price cut is. If the price cut is too large, the margin is lost, 

so no extra profits are gained. As soon as the promotion is over sales go down.  

It is a misconception that price promotions attract new customers that might come again 

later and buy the products at full price (Sharp, 2010). Studies have shown that price 

promotions almost exclusively attract previous customers of the brand. Because these 

kinds of promotions fail in attracting new customers, they have no long-term effects on 

sales (Ehrenberg, Hammond & Goodhart, 1994). What often happens is that customers 

who would have bought the product later at full price simply move up their purchase, so 

the increase in sales is cancelled out due to sales falling below average after the sale 

(Sharp, 2010).  

Marketers must be cautious about the effects that a price promotion can have on their 

brand. They may look good in the short term, but if used too frequently, they can cause 

brand equity to decrease in the long run. Customers start thinking more about the deal 

they are getting and less about the utility they get from the brand (Yoo, Donthu & Lee, 

2000). Sales promotions are too short to create any long term brand associations; they are 

more likely to have a negative influence on the perceived quality of the product as 

consumers use price as an indicator of the quality of the product  (Buil, Chernatony, & 

Martínez, 2011). Many companies get stuck in a cycle of price promotions. Trying to stop 

them would result in not hitting sales targets, so marketers can get addicted to them 

(Sharp, 2010). 

But not all promotions harm the brand. Though monetary promotions like discounts 

reduce the expected price and hurt the brand image. Non-monetary promotions like gifts, 
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samples and contests can have the exact opposite effect. They strengthen the brand image, 

which leads to higher brand equity (Montaner & Pina, 2008). It is quite common that 

retailers pressure brand managers into lowering their price for a price promotion. Most of 

the time, it only benefits the retailer. 

Brand owners need to think about what they achieve in the long term with sales 

promotions. The focus should be on building up the brand with advertising. If the brand 

is nurtured over time, base level sales will rise, and short-term sale promotions will 

become redundant (Sharp, 2010). 

 

 

2.1.3. Balancing brand-building and sales activations 

 

Marketers do not have to choose between brand building or sales activations. These are 

not alternative choices. They are independent and are both crucial for the long-term 

success of companies. Sales activations alone will not work without brand-building. 

Companies that have built a strong brand get much higher response rates from their 

activations. And companies that use activations well tend to make more money from their 

brands. What marketers must decide is how to split the budget between brand building 

and sales activations. The question is, what is the right split (Binet & Field, 2018). 

 

Les Binet, group head of effectiveness at adam&eveDDB and Peter Field independent 

marketing and advertising professional have been trying to answer the question on how 

to balance sales activations and brand-building for years. Over the years they have 

published many books on their findings. Their work has been garnering global attention 

and according to Mark Ritson their theories are some of the most important in marketing 

in over 15 years (Ritson, 2018).  Below are some of their more interesting findings on the 

subject. 

 

In 2013 Binet and Field published the book, The long and short of it. In the book, they go 

over their analysis of the IPA effectiveness databank. At the time of their investigation, 

the databank included data from 996 campaigns that had entered the international 

effectiveness competition from 1980 - 2010 covering over 200 fields. Binet and Field 

measure the success of the campaigns on how well they do in effectiveness and efficiency. 

In, effectiveness the key metrics are, i.e. the number of substantial profit gains and 
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significant business effects and in, efficiency the key metrics are return on marketing 

investment (ROMI) and extra share of voice (ESOV) (Binet & Field, 2013).  

In short, the effectiveness of a campaign refers to how well the campaign did in reaching 

the intended goals. Efficiency has more to do with the resources used to achieve that goal. 

For example, a mass media approach might be very effective in reaching as many people 

as possible, but it is not very efficient. On the other hand, digital targeted marketing might 

be very efficient but not as effective because it reaches fewer people (Hanssens & 

Pauwels, 2016).  

The results of the analysis suggest that the best results in effectiveness and efficiency 

come when companies spend around 60% on brand building and 40% on sales activations. 

They call this the 60:40 rule. They found that companies that deviated from the rule and 

spent too much on sales activations and neglected brand building had low brand equity, 

so their activations did not perform as well. Companies that focus too much on brand 

building often failed in exploiting their strong brand with sales activations (Binet & Field, 

2013).  

 

In 2016 Binet and Field decided to revisit the idea of the 60:40 rule. They had observed 

a worrying trend of an increase in online marketing which is heavily focused on sales 

activations. They also had noticed that people were arguing that brands were not as 

necessary after the digital revolution (Binet & Field, 2018). The rise of e-commerce, 

consumer reviews, the decline of mass marketing and advancements in artificial 

intelligence were supposedly the reason for the declining importance of brands With all 

the information in the world online, why would people need brands to help them choose 

between products (Biglione, 2018)?  

 

In this apparently new world, Binet and Field wanted to see if the 60:40 rule still held up.  

They looked at all the campaigns from the IPA database since 2010 and published their 

results in the book Media in focus: Marketing effectiveness in the digital era. They found 

that the campaigns that delivered substantial share growth were split 38% for activation 

and 62% for brand building. The most efficient cases were divided 36% for activation 

and 64% for brand building. The campaigns that did best in building the brand were split 

42% activations and 58% brand building. And the campaigns that did best in increasing 

profits were split 36% activation and 64% brand building. The results of this analysis 

showed that regardless of the new advances in technology, the 60:40 rule was still very 
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much relevant. The advancements in technology had done the opposite of what people 

had thought (Binet & Field, 2017). With all the information and lowered barriers for entry 

into many markets because of the internet, brands are more important than they have ever 

been. Building a strong brand is the best way for companies to defend their market share 

(Hanson & Rivers, 2018).  

The data from 2016 did not only showcase the success of campaigns that followed the 

60:40 split. It showed how damaging deviating from that split could be to the 

effectiveness of campaigns. Their analysis of the data shows a clear trend in lower 

effectiveness of IPA case studies, which was measured as the number of substantial 

business effects that the campaign delivered. They noticed that effectiveness has been 

going down since the global financial crisis of 2007/8. What might be most worrying of 

all is that the two metrics that are most correlated with long term growth, market share 

and penetration effects have been declining the most (Binet & Field, 2017). Having a high 

market share is recognized as one of the most influential factors in companies’ 

profitability. Companies that have achieved a higher share of the market are, on average, 

much more profitable than their smaller rivals (Robert, Bradley & Ralph, 1975). To 

increase market share companies can either increase loyalty or penetration. Typically, 

when companies increase market share, it is due to a significant shift in penetration and 

by a small change in loyalty (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2016). The fact that campaigns are 

showing declining effectiveness in penetration should be taken very seriously. Binet and 

Field noticed a negative trend for most brand metrics, especially in brand awareness. The 

only metric that seemed to be improving was short term activation effects. It is quite clear 

that companies are sacrificing the health of their brands for short term spikes in sales. 

Before the global financial crisis of 2007/8, 47% of campaigns had short term objectives. 

In 2016 it had reached 72% (Binet & Field, 2017).  

 

Though the 60:40 rule still applies more and more brand managers seem to be moving 

budget from brand building to sales activations. Field and Binet have identified why this 

deviation from the rule is happening. The biggest reason is what they like to call an 

increase in short-termism. Short-termism is defined as campaigns where success is 

measured over a period shorter than six months. Short-termism has risen from 8 % to 25% 

from 2007-2017. In their analysis, they found out that just 3% of short-term campaigns 

delivered large effects in market share. In long term campaigns, this number is 38%. Long 
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term campaigns drive market share 4.6 times as much as short-term campaigns do (Binet 

& Field, 2018). 

When companies only measure short time success, it will have a significant impact on 

how they balance their brand building and sales activations. The reason is that sales 

activations and brand-building have effects over different timescales. In activations, 

effects are easier to measure because they are often immense and immediate. They tend 

to produce significant sales responses in six months or less. And in that lies the greatest 

qualities of sales activations. It has an immediate effect. The problem is that though sales 

effects might be big, they tend to go away pretty quickly and do not build up over time. 

Sales activations bring you a series of spikes in sales, but they do nothing in raising base 

levels of sales. The effects of brand building are harder to measure. In the short-term, they 

are smaller and often have no direct impact on sales. Though the effects are smaller, they 

decay away more slowly. Repeated exposure can have positive impacts on base levels of 

sales.  The impact of brand building is only visible over the long term (Binet & Field, 

2017). This is why short-termism can be very dangerous for a brand. If companies 

measure success in periods shorter than six months, it is quite clear why they choose to 

go more for activations. Their metrics are telling them to do so. It is only when you 

measure success over the long term where the benefits of brand building campaigns reveal 

themselves to be very useful.  The 

problem with short-termism is best 

explained by looking at figure 3. Sales 

activations are great at creating short 

spikes in sales. But sales are quick to 

drop back when the activation finishes. 

With brand building, you do not see 

these big spikes, but the effects do not go 

away so quickly. If you only measure success in the short-term activations are going to 

seem like the better option. It is only when companies are patient and measure success 

over the long term that the benefits of brand-building become clear (Binet & Field, 2013).  

  

 

 

 

Figure 3:Sales activations vs brand-building (Binet & Field, 2013) 
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But short-termism is not the only reason why companies are focusing more on activations. 

As Binet´s and Fields analysis shows, the ideal split between brand building and 

activations has not changed. What has changed are the resources that marketers have to 

build brands and to monetize them. With big data activations, opportunities online have 

grown enormously (Binet & Field, 2018). One of the options that online media has 

presented is to target potential customers with great precision. This tool has been used by 

marketers to deliver their messages to a small targeted group of people and combined 

with mobile reduced the customer journey dramatically. Customers can now finish their 

purchases with one click online. The problem is that tight targeting can only be attributed 

to short term effectiveness. The fact is that though offers delivered online at the right time 

may have its place within the marketing strategy, it is no substitute for emotionally 

engaging video advertising broadly delivered through TV, VOD or online video. This 

disbelief in the effectiveness of mass media has led to a smaller percentage of the budget 

being put into TV and other mass media. That can badly affect long term effectiveness 

and efficiency. With these new digital tools, the efficiency in activations has never been 

better. Digital marketing experts have specialized in exploiting the activation possibilities 

of these new online channels. What marketers seem to be struggling with is using those 

channels to keep building their brands. With the changes in media consumption, where 

old traditional offline media like print, radio and TV are losing ground. Marketers must 

be capable of utilizing online media to maximize their reach. If companies want to reach 

younger audiences, this cannot be overlooked. Online media has given marketers tools 

for brand building that they have not had before. Advertisers can now build reach online 

and at the same time, limit frequency. This is very hard to do with traditional media and 

makes online media an excellent place for companies to build up their brands. Emotional 

advertising that hits home with audiences can be shared further and faster online (Binet 

& Field, 2017).  

 

Binet’s and Field research has shown the importance of balancing brand building and 

sales activations correctly. They have noticed that campaigns are getting less effective 

due to new technology and overuse of short-term metrics. But the balance is not the only 

thing that marketers must think about. One of the most important part for the success of 

an advertising campaign is having great content that fits with the objectives of the 

campaign. 
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2.2.Advertising content 

 

There is no secret formula when it comes to creating good advertising content. But what 

can help in making the ad more successful is to think about how people process the 

advertisement. Are people paying attention to the advertisement, or is it just background 

noise? How can we get more people to pay attention? It can also help to have a clear 

objective of what the purpose of the advertisement is. Is the goal to increase short-term 

sales or build up the brand? These are all essential questions that marketers should think 

about before they start creating the content. 

This chapter about advertising content starts on a discussion about how people process 

information. When faced with everyday tasks people use either reasoning or intuition to 

make a decision. These two methods of decision making will be reviewed and put into 

context with how people process advertisements and brands. After that, the concepts of 

emotional and rational advertising will be introduced. We will go into what kind of 

content works best in sales activations and in brand-building. The chapter ends on a 

discussion about creativity and why the effectiveness of creative ads is lowering. 

 

 

2.2.1. System 1 vs System 2 

Professor Peter Kenning did a study where he and his coworkers analysed brain scans of 

people that were looking at pictures of two brands. The pictures either showed a random 

brand or the person's favorite brand in a category. The participants were then told to 

choose between the two brands. There were two main findings from the study. The first 

was that when the participants saw their favorite brand, the brain reacted differently. 

When the favorite brand was one of the options, people chose that brand instantly, and 

the brain scans showed much less activity in areas of the brain that are involved in 

reflective thinking. What this shows us is that brands can have a real effect on the brain. 

The second finding was that this effect was only noticeable when the participants saw 

their favorite brand. Brands that were ranked second had no such effect. This effect was 

named the first-choice brand effect. This kind of thinking is not only visible when people 

are comparing brands. This happens all the time in our everyday lives (Barden, 2013). 

For example, if you show people a picture of a woman with an angry expression on her 

face, people will without intending to assess her mood instantly, see figure 4. What people 
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experience is intuitive thinking. As soon as people see the women, they 

can see that she has dark hair and that she is angry. Not only that but 

people can extend what they just saw into the future. People sense what 

the woman is about to say and how loudly. The feeling of what the 

women will do next comes to mind automatically. People's reaction to 

the photo is an example of fast thinking.  

If we present the same people with a multiplication problem, i.e. 17 x 

24, they will have some vague intuitive knowledge of what the outcome 

could be. But without thinking for a while, people cannot be sure that the answer is 408. 

When people ponder over this problem, they experience slow thinking. The effects of 

slow thinking are not only apparent in your mind.  Your blood pressure may rise, and 

your muscles tense up (Kahneman, 2011).  

These two examples represent two modes of thinking, reasoning and intuition. Reasoning 

is what we do when we solve a math problem, do our taxes,  look at a map (Kahneman, 

2003), read words in advertising or compare the qualities of two different washing 

machines (Kahneman, 2011). Intuition is when we read a sentence like "Bill Clinton is a 

shy man" and find it amusing, hesitating to eat chocolate in the shape of a cockroach 

(Kahneman, 2003), do simple math or tell someone your phone number (Kahneman, 

2011). Reasoning is done deliberately and requires effort, but intuition comes 

spontaneously, without effort. Research has shown that most thoughts and actions are 

intuitive. The two modes of thinking, intuition and reasoning are often called System 1 

and System 2. To summarise it, System 1 operates fast, automatically, effortlessly, and is 

often emotionally charged. System 2 is slower, takes more effort, and is deliberately 

controlled (Kahneman, 2003).  

 

Kahneman's model has been beneficial in explaining how people choose brands. Before, 

it was assumed that people made decisions based on logic and reasoning and were only 

vaguely influenced by emotions. Neuroscience has shown that what influences our 

behavior the most are emotions. System 1 is mostly driven by people's feelings. It is 

responsible for processing the emotional brand associations that companies have built 

through brand building. Those mental associations take a long time to develop. But ones 

in place can have a huge impact on customers' choice of brand.  People seem to gravitate 

towards brands that they feel good about. System 2 is focused on evaluating information 

about the price and the qualities of the product. Most of the time System 2 is looking for 

Figure 4: Angry women 

(Kahneman, 2011) 
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things that validate what System 1 has established. If System 2 discovers a product that 

is much better or has a much better price than it can overrule System 1 (Binet & Field, 

2013). A helpful way of looking at the two systems and how they work together is to 

imagine System 2 as a pilot of a plain and System 1 as the autopilot. The pilot is 

responsible for hard work such as taking off or landing or when something out of the 

ordinary happens. The autopilot is responsible for easy routine things. If there are no 

problems, the autopilot is in control. System 1 can process a huge amount of information, 

and it is not only what people are focusing on at the time but everything else that is going 

on in the environment around us. This is often called the cocktail party effect. People can 

be in the middle of a conversation at a party and still hear someone mention their name 

from across the room. Our autopilot is always working and processes everything around 

us. This means that when people are at the supermarket, the autopilot picks up much more 

than just the products that people are focusing on. The autopilot processes everything in 

the store, the products, the layout of the store, smells, other customers, lighting and music. 

The same things happen when people visit a company's website. Without knowing they 

instantly evaluate the layout of the page, colors and the design. A study showed that when 

people enter a website, it takes people less than a second to form a first impression.  

System 1 is much faster at processing information than System 2. This explains why 

people find it hard to remember phone numbers that are longer than seven digits. Suppose 

people would have to only use System 2 when they go to the supermarket. They would 

have to reflect on every purchase decision. One trip to the supermarket would take 

forever. Almost all processing of advertisements is done by System 1. This means that 

people spend, for example, 1,7 seconds processing an ad in a popular magazine, 1,5 

seconds on posters, and 1 second on banner ads. This means that marketers must design 

their ads so the core information can be delivered in seconds.  

It is vital that marketers are aware of how these systems work. They determine every 

decision that the customer makes (Barden 2013). 

 

2.2.2. Emotional vs rational advertising 

Advertising works mainly in two ways, by persuasion where the goal is to change the 

customer's opinion about the product or by increasing brand salience. Salience is built by 

refreshing and creating memories about the brand. Brands with high salience are more 

likely to be noticed or remembered in a buying situation (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2004).  
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When designing the ad companies must decide if they are going to use rational or 

emotional messaging. Rational advertising derives from the traditional decision-making 

progress where consumers are believed to make decisions based only on logic. The ads 

are designed to try and change the audience beliefs about the brand that is being 

advertised. It seeks to relate to the audience self-interest and displace the benefits that 

could be gained from buying the product. Those kinds of ads often display the product's 

quality, value, performance or fair pricing.  Emotional ads focus on the emotional side of 

consumption. They make the audience feel good about the product. The aim is to use 

negative or positive emotions to affect buying behavior. Emotions that advertisers try to 

tap into are, i.e. fear, guilt, shame, love, humor, pride and joy (Kotler & Armstrong, 

1994).   

 

The traditional theories of advertising assume that people are rational in their decision 

making and with near-perfect memories (Sharp, 2010). But as Kahneman's research about 

System 1 and System 2 shows us, this simply is not true. Our emotions affect all our 

decisions. We are unable to make a decision without our feelings playing some part in it. 

If people do not have time to stop and think, emotions take over and make the decision 

for them through intuition. That is why emotions can have significant effects on people if 

used correctly in advertising (Health, 2012).  

 

In Binet's and Fields analysis of the IPA Databank, rational campaigns produced much 

fewer brand effects than emotional campaigns. Emotional campaigns have the most 

impact on long term effects like pricing and loyalty. Even though emotional campaigns 

say much less about the qualities of the product, they do much better when it comes to 

building the brand. You can see significant differences in metrics like awareness, 

commitment, differentiation, fame and image where emotional campaigns do much 

better. Another benefit of emotional campaigns is that their effects last much longer than 

the impact of rational campaigns (Binet & Field, 2013). This is not just limited to 

advertising but applies to all memories. Feelings stick with us longer than the memory of 

information and facts. System 2 memory is limited and gets overwritten relatively easily 

(Health, 2012). 

 

Though emotional campaigns seem like they are much more effective, rational campaigns 

can be beneficial if used correctly. Rational campaigns outperform emotional campaigns 
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when it comes to short term direct effects. Rational messaging requires people to process 

using System 2. That requires a lot of effort. People only use System 2 to process 

advertisements if they are in the market for that specific product or if the ad includes 

exciting news, i.e. price offer or new product features. Rational messaging works best on 

people that are at the bottom of the buying funnel. Those that are not in the market for the 

product will most likely ignore the ad (Binet & Field, 2013). 

If companies are too short-sighted and only measure success in the short term, rational 

campaigns, because of their ability to produce short term direct effects may seem like the 

better choice. Choosing only to use rational advertising may be profitable for a couple of 

months, but it negates advertising greatest strength, reaching people that do not care much 

about you (Biglione, 2018). And because most people are not looking to buy your product 

companies should mostly use emotional campaigns since they cut through regardless if 

people are not interested. It makes next year's sales easier than this year (Binet, 2018). 

 

Being too short-sighted can also cause companies to undervalue the benefits of creativity 

in advertising. Highly creative advertisements are much more effective over the long-

term. Creative advertisement increases ad recall, customers attitude towards the product 

and purchase intent (Till & Baack, 2005). The problem is that they underperform in short-

term effects (Binet & Field, 2017). In his analysis of The Gunn Report, Peter Field found 

a worrying trend of lowered effectiveness of creative advertising. The Gunn Report is a 

record of all creatively awarded advertising campaigns in the top 46 creative shows 

around the world. This report allowed Field to analyse the effectiveness of creatively 

awarded campaigns against non-awarded ones (Gunn & Willkie, 2003). 

The data goes back more than 20 years. Earlier reports clearly showed that creatively 

awarded campaigns drove effectiveness 12 times as much as other campaigns. The recent 

changes in the media landscapes and the increase of short -term sales activations 

campaigns have had a significant effect on marketing, and that also applies to creative 

advertisements. For the first time in over 20 years, the effectiveness of creative 

advertisements is lowering. They are though still much more effective than non- awarded 

campaigns. The best creative advertisements get talked about and shared between people. 

The reason why creative ads are getting less effective is because of short-termism. If 

companies measure success over too short of a period, then companies will conclude that 

rational advertisements are the most effective. They turn away from creativity because it 

does not bring in immediate short-term growth. That is why a new kind of creative 
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advertisements are now widespread. They make a lot of noise but are gone before any 

lasting impression is made. There is a simple reason why this negative trend in the 

effectiveness of creative ads should be worrying to all marketers. There is nothing that 

marketers do that even comes close to boosting effectiveness as creative advertisements 

do. It does not matter how well you target or retarget, it is not going to increase your 

effectiveness by 12 (Field, 2018).  

 

 

Ideally, all advertising campaigns will include both rational and emotional messaging. 

That way, the effects are maximized to give the best results in the long and short term. 

People are more likely to be receptive to rational messaging if they have been exposed to 

emotional advertising by the brand before. Rational messaging has the potential to turn 

brand equity built with emotional advertising into short term sales (Binet & Field, 2013). 
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2.3.Targeting 

 

The subject of this chapter is targeting. The chapter begins with a small discussion about 

marketing strategy and how it relates to targeting. After that, the concepts of mass 

marketing and the STP framework are introduced. Then we will go over why Byron Sharp 

and other marketers do not believe that the STP framework is something that companies 

should follow. We will discuss why focusing on loyalty and loyalty programs rather than 

penetration might not be the best way to grow your business. After that we will go over 

Bigliones, Binet and Fields findings on when companies should use targeting and when 

they should not. The chapter ends on a discussion on how P&G use targeting. 

 

 

According to Mark Ritson, a marketing professor and a global brand consultant, the first 

step in coming up with a brand strategy is diagnosing the situation of the brand. Brand 

managers must understand how consumers view the brand. Ritson says that marketers are 

possibly the worst candidates in the world in evaluating their brands. That is why they 

must speak to consumers. After the research is finished, a marketing strategy can be 

formed. It is hard work, but the strategy itself should be simple and easy to explain. It 

should answer three questions. Who am I targeting?  How is the brand positioned, and 

what are the objectives for the target market (Ritson, 2018)? According to Ritson, the first 

thing that marketers must answer is who am I targeting. Do I target everybody, or should 

I concentrate on those that are more likely to buy? With advances in technology where 

more precise targeting is now available through online media, we are seeing a debate 

between two sites. One site is for targeting and the other for mass marketing (Biglione, 

2018).  

 

Mass marketing’s success can be attributed to the rise of mass radio in the 1920s. The 

popularity of mass radio allowed companies to reach more people than was possible 

before. Mass marketing is a strategy in which companies mass produce, distribute, and 

promote one product. They try to appeal to all customers in the market. Because 

companies are only producing one product, costs are low, which means that they can sell 

the product at a low price or with a higher margin (Kotler & Armstrong, 1994). Mass 

marketing worked wonders for many brands. But after the 1950s, some marketers started 

to doubt if mass marketing still worked. They had noticed a change in consumer behavior.  
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With increased purchasing power customers had become more selective. Offering a single 

product to the whole market did not work anymore (Bennett & Strydom, 2001). Treating 

every customer, the same, and focusing only on penetration was not the most profitable 

way. Most customers do not want to hear what you have to say so focusing on them is 

pointless. Critics of the method said that concentrating on customers who want to listen 

to what the company has to offer is more profitable (Thomas, 2007).  Many marketers 

felt like their products were getting lost in the advertising clutter caused by mass 

marketing. They were ready for a new way to break through the clutter and reach the right 

customers at a lower cost (Freedman, 2005).  

Marketers started to segment the market and target specific customers with offerings 

specially designed for them. This method is called the STP, which stands for segmenting, 

targeting and positioning (Bennett & Strydom, 2001). 

 

2.3.1. Segmenting, targeting and positioning 

The STP framework is based on the assumption that the market consists of several groups. 

These groups, often called segments, have their distinct needs and desires. Marketers that 

follow the STP framework try to identify these segments in the market. They then choose 

a segment that they believe they can serve better than all their competitors. They then 

target all their marketing activities at that particular segment and position their product 

offering to try and appeal to that segment (Lynn, 2011).  

When you position your brand towards a specific segment, you are making a commitment. 

Choosing one segment means that you are ignoring a large part of the market (Shocker, 

1993). The reason why companies must do this is that segments often have conflicting 

needs. This is very apparent in the cruise ship industry. Older customers might want a 

more quiet cruise that goes to interesting historical sights and has good restaurants. 

Families with children might value onboard activities like a big pool and a game room 

while younger people are more likely to want concerts aboard and to visit places with 

good nightlife. Trying to construct a cruise that facilitates all these different needs would 

be very costly and probably impossible (Sun, Jiao & Tian, 2011).  

Typically, there are five different variables that marketers use to segment the market. 

These variables are demographic, geographic, psychographic, behavioral and product-

related factors. When demographics are used, the market is divided by factual data. This 

often includes age, gender, occupation, marital status, family size, race, religion and 

nationality. Because measuring these variables is rather easy, this has become a popular 
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way of segmenting the market. With geographical segmentation, companies target 

consumers based on where they are located. An airline might, for example, try and target 

people that live in colder climates with trips to sunny beaches. Psychographic 

segmentation is when companies split up the market based on people's personality traits. 

Companies use behavioral segmentation when customers' past purchase history is used to 

divide them into different categories. Companies customer relations management systems 

can come in handy for this kind of segmentation. In product-related segmentation, the 

market is segmented based on how customers use the product and what they expect from 

it (Camilleri, 2018).   

There are no limits to how much the market can be segmented. If you use gender, then 

you have split the market into two segments. You might want to improve your 

segmentation, so you add another variable, age. Typically, then you would be adding 

three more segments young, middle age and old. Now if you put them together, you have 

six segments. Companies can identify as many segments as they find necessary. It 

depends on the market that the company competes in (Lynn, 2011).  

For segmentation to be useful, the customers in the same group must be similar to each 

other and different enough from the customers in other groups (Camilleri, 2018). It is 

important that the company is able to measure the size of the segment, the segment chosen 

must be large enough to be profitable. It is also necessary that the company can reach that 

segment uniquely through media and marketing channels. The segment must also be 

stable in size. You do not want to choose a segment that grows smaller with time. After 

the market has been segmented, it is necessary to identify the needs of every single 

segment and identify the segment that you are going to target. There are a few qualities 

that companies should look for in a segment. Does the segment have good growth 

potential, is it easy and inexpensive to reach people in the segment with your marketing 

activities, how is the competition, are there few companies currently serving this segment. 

And finally, and most importantly is your company able to satisfy the needs of the 

segment. Let us take, for example, a young up and coming chef that wants to open a 

restaurant. He might analyze the market and conclude that families with young children 

are the most profitable segment to target. That segment spends a lot, and there are few 

restaurants in that particular market serving that segment. The problem is that this young, 

flamboyant chef cannot relate to the people that he plans to serve. It might suit him and 

his personality much better to serve a younger crowd. Similarly, a classically trained chef 

would not be very successful in the fast-food segment of the market.  
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When choosing a segment, it is rare that one section will be superior in all criteria. This 

means that there is always some risk involved when choosing a segment (Lynn, 2011).  

The final step in the STP framework is positioning. Proper positioning has four 

components. It must emphasize what benefits the product gives the customer. It needs to 

differentiate the product from the competitors. The company needs to have the skills and 

resources to be able to deliver the positioning, and finally, it needs to be hard to copy 

(Camilleri, 2018). Mark Ritson has a simple way of viewing positioning. He thinks that 

positioning should not be overcomplicated, it should not require a long presentation to 

explain. Positioning is the intended brand image. It is what companies want the consumer 

to think about when they see their brand. If you could choose three things that you want 

consumers to associate with your brand, what would they be? For example, Apple's 

positioning is human, simple and creative (Ritson,2019). 

 

2.3.2. Mass marketing vs STP 

In his book How brands grow Byron Sharp details what he sees wrong with the STP 

framework. He disagrees with marketing scholars that have declared mass marketing to 

be outdated and that marketers today must focus on segmenting, targeting and 

positioning. He says it is a misconception that targeting a segment of the market will limit 

the number of competitors for the brand. Giving a segment a name does not mean that it 

exists. He says that brand managers prefer a narrower market definition because that 

makes their brand appear to have a larger market share. The only thing that a narrow 

market definition does is make growth potentials seem smaller than they might be (Sharp, 

2010).  

The brand Quorn is a British brand that offers meat-free vegan dishes. It would seem 

obvious for them to target vegans with their advertisements, but that is not what they did. 

Instead, they changed the position of the brand from being a vegan option, relevant to 7% 

of U.K. households to a healthy option relevant to 70 % of U.K. households. They focused 

more on what needs their brand could satisfy and less on who within the category would 

buy the brand. They expanded the market that they were competing in and created extra 

sales opportunities (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2016).  

Byron believes that marketers have been too quick in abandoning mass marketing. In his 

opinion focusing on penetration to increase market share rather than loyalty is what makes 

mass marketing the best possible option for companies that want to grow their brand 

(Sharp, 2010).  
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Penetration vs loyalty 

There are two ways of growing sales. Selling to more customers also called 

penetration or by increasing customer loyalty, getting current customers to buy 

more. The question is which one is more likely to grow your brand. Growing sales 

through increased loyalty require companies to focus more on customer service, 

increasing cross-selling and often installing a loyalty program (Lynn, 2011). It is 

assumed that loyalty strategies will lower the cost of marketing because the focus 

is only on current customers which is a small portion of the market. Because 

customers already buy the brand, it does not take as much encouragement to get 

them to buy. And because it is easier to reach them and to get these customers to 

convert the return on investment will be higher (Sharp, 2010). 

The fierce competition in the hospitality industry has caused many companies to 

focus on loyalty by trying to increase sales from the most frequent guests. This 

trend started with American airlines in the 1980s when they began offering 

rewards to frequent flyers based on how many miles they flew. It did not take long 

for other airlines and travel-related companies to start copying this strategy. 

Loyalty programs are now widespread in the hotel, car rental and restaurant 

industry. Having a loyalty program that targets heavy users sounds like a smart 

strategy. Frequent buyers are a small portion of the consumers, but they make up 

most of the sales and tend to switch brands rather frequently (Hallberg, 1995). A 

loyalty program is designed to give the most profitable customers a reason to be 

more loyal. A loyalty program should work well on heavy users because it does 

not require them to alter their buying habits. The problem is that copying loyalty 

programs is really easy. The lack of loyalty with heavy users means that they are 

often members of multiple loyalty programs. Studies have shown that on average 

loyalty programs barely increase purchase frequency (Leenheer, Heerde, Bijmolt, 

& Smidts, 2007).  

What loyalty programs do is help companies identify the most profitable 

customers. This could be useful because that makes reaching these customers 

more manageable, and they are often more acceptable to advertising because they 

are already customers. So, advertising to this segment should not cost much. The 

problem is that almost every company in the market will be targeting this segment. 

Frequent buyers are often the most price-sensitive so if you are not willing to 
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permanently discount your brand focusing on that segment is not profitable 

(Hackleman, 1980). 

Curious about the effects of loyalty programs, Michael Lynn, a consumer 

behavior professor at Cornell University, conducted a study about the domestic 

U.S. airline flights back in 2008. When he looked at the data, he saw that airlines 

differed a lot when it came to penetration, but the purchase frequency of customers 

between airlines was very similar. Increasing penetration had much more effect 

on sales and market share than increasing loyalty. Despite the fact that many 

airlines had popular loyalty programs differences in sales were almost exclusively 

due to differences in penetration. What is more, loyalty and penetration were 

positively correlated. Airlines with a significant market share also scored, on 

average a little bit higher in purchase frequency. This is not exclusive to the airline 

industry. This pattern is well known and is called the law of double jeopardy 

(Lynn, 2011). The law that was identified by William McPhee states that smaller 

brands have a smaller market share because they have fewer customers and those 

customers are less loyal than those of more prominent brands. This law has been 

observed in many industries including, service, store chains, comic strips, 

newspapers, radio stations, television networks, politicians and more. Brands with 

similar market share will almost always have very similar market penetration and 

similar levels of loyalty. A brand could have the same market share as their 

competitor but have a smaller, more loyal customer base, but that is very rare. The 

exception to the law occurs when brands get trapped in a niche. Those brands will 

mostly grow because of an increase in loyalty because their penetration is limited. 

In that regard, small brands are better than niches because they have a bigger 

growth possibility (Sharp, 2010).  

The two main reasons why double jeopardy occurs is mental and physical 

availability. Mental availability is the likelihood of a brand being thought off in a 

buying situation, and physical availability is how easy it is to find and buy the 

brand. Large brands will have much higher mental and physical availability than 

smaller brands. That means that more people are likely to buy the brand, which 

increases penetration, and the brands are thought off more often by customers 

which increases loyalty. There is a clear lesson in the double jeopardy law that 

marketers can benefit from learning. You cannot increase your market share 
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without talking to customers that are not interested in your brand. Penetration is 

the key to growth (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2016).  

 

 

Romaniuk and Sharp say that marketing textbooks' idea of mass marketing is wrong. The 

definition of mass marketing being when companies offer just a single product is not what 

happens in the real world. Instead of going for a segmentation strategy, companies should 

choose a product range strategy. Developing a range of products takes into account 

heterogeneity among customers. That is essential if you want to get to customers in all 

buying circumstances. That is how you target the whole market. That does not require 

targeting individual segments with specific products. The goal is to reach everybody with 

a relevant offer in as many circumstances as possible.  Because customers vary in many 

ways, age, lifestyle, interests, wealth and more, it is easy to get distracted and over 

complicate things (Sharp, 2010). The differences in customers that matter should be 

obvious, for example, people that live in different locations. The purpose of advertising 

is to build up mental availability that will nudge the consumer towards the brand. When 

that is achieved, physical availability will make it possible for the consumer to act on the 

nudge. Targeting outside of your physical availability is not valuable. In mass marketing, 

it is possible to do a lot of individual customization without targeting different buyers. 

The product can be customized when it comes to payment, delivery, packaging and 

volume. The customization can be offered to all customers (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2016).   

 

Marketing strategist and author Shann Biglione agrees with Romaniuk and Sharp. 

Biglione suggests that people have been misinterpreting Romaniuk and Sharps point as a 

complete refusal to consider targeting. But that is not true. The goal should not be to target 

everybody, just the customers that are in that category. Categories can come in many 

different sizes. For example, the category for soap is much larger than the category for 

cashmere sweaters. Though Biglione agrees with Romaniuk and Sharp that targeting 

should be avoided if possible, he has identified four circumstances were companies 

should use targeting. The first one is when companies are limited by budget. Smaller 

brands may have some budgetary restraints. Their budget simply does not allow them to 

go for the whole market. If the budget only allows you to reach 20% of the market, that 

is what you should do. When the company grows, so should the reach. If companies can 
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afford not to, they should not limit their reach. They must remember that their goal is to 

reach the whole market.  

The second example of when companies should use targeting is if there are gaps in 

customer distribution. Your customer demographics should look very similar to your 

competitors. If for instance, if you notice that your customers are much older than those 

of your competitors, you are most likely missing out on sales from younger customers. If 

that is the case, the company should target younger customers. However, the company 

has to be careful not to stop reaching other customers also. The third example is to tailor 

the messaging for specific groups. For example, car manufacturers can target people with 

advertisements showing them cars that are relevant to their stage in life. The technology 

behind this kind of targeting has been heavily criticized. The question still remains if it is 

wise for companies to break down their campaigns into many sub-segments. The fourth 

example is targeting low hanging fruit. Targeting people who are more likely to buy your 

product now can be profitable. Companies need to be careful not to focus all their 

attention on these low hanging fruits. The number one goals should still be to reach as 

many buyers as possible (Biglione, 2018).  

 

Binet and Fields analysis of the IPA effectiveness campaign support Baglioni’s example 

of the low hanging fruit. Their results show that the win-win strategy for targeting is to 

go for long term growth by increasing customer acquisition by targeting the whole market 

while also driving short term sales by targeting existing customers.  

Binet and Fields analysis show that Byron and Romaniuk who think that mass marketing 

is the way to go and those who believe in targeting 

are both right. There is room for mass marketing 

and targeting within companies’ communications 

tactics.  

Perhaps the best way to view a balanced approach 

to targeting is in terms of a purchase funnel. It is 

the marketer's job to acquire new customers as well 

as stimulating purchase with current customers.  At 

the top of the funnel, you have people who do not 

buy your brand but might do in the future. 

Targeting this group with emotional brand-

building content tends to produce the most 

Figure 5: The purchase funnel (Binet & Field, 

2013) 
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significant paybacks, but it is a long-time strategy. Most customers do not drop their 

brands overnight. Seducing them may take longer than just their next purchase. At the 

bottom of the funnel, you have your existing customers. Focusing on this group generates 

less growth. The effects of targeting this group with sales driven rational content are 

immediate because they are close to choosing the brand (Binet & Field, 2013).  

 

Many companies are now realizing what effect too narrow targeting can have on their 

overall effectiveness. One of the biggest advertisers in the world Procter & Gamble had 

spent years developing their ability to analyze their consumers based on life milestones, 

demographics and shopping habits. Initially, the company jumped on the opportunity that 

online media offered in more precise targeting and reducing advertising waste (Fulgoni, 

2018). Chief marketing officer at P&G Marc Pritchard has admitted that the company 

took the strategy too far. "We targeted too much, and we went too narrow," said Pritchard 

in an interview. Now they are mostly focusing on reach but also having the right precision. 

They will not cut back on Facebook but will only apply targeted ads where it makes sense. 

For example, diapers for expecting parents and so on. P&G has realized the limits of how 

much tight targeting can benefit big brands. For P&G reaching more people in the market 

is a better way to increase sales. A couple of years ago P&G tried targeting pet owners 

and large family households with ads for its Febreze air freshener. The effects were that 

sales levels dropped down but rose back up again when they changed the targeting to 

everybody older than 18. P&G is also increasing its reach by increasing television 

spending (Terlep & Seetharaman, 2016). P&G goal is to have a balanced approach to 

targeting. They will continue to use data-driven targeting options without sacrificing the 

reach that mass marketing can bring you. That is how they will drive both long term and 

short-term sales (Fulgoni, 2018). 
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2.4.Media Buying 

 

In this chapter we will go over the different strengths of different media channels. The 

chapter ends on a discussion about the importance of choosing media channels with good 

reach.  

 

When companies have decided who they are going to target, they must choose the right 

media channels to reach their target audience. When it comes to media buying, channels 

that are good at sales activation are often bad at brand building and vice versa. Some 

channels like search and email are very well suited for activations. These channels are 

targeted and allow the customer to respond to the advertisement. On the other hand, you 

have sponsorship which is pure brand building and is all about building mental 

associations to the brand. Not all channels are so heavily skewed towards brand building 

or activations. For example, online video is massively effective for both brand building 

and activations (Binet & Field, 2017).  

 

The win-win solution when it comes to targeting is to go for a more targeted approach 

when it comes to sales activations, focusing on people that are more likely to buy. For 

that you should choose channels with good targeting abilities (Binet & Field, 2013). Even 

though you are focusing on a smaller group of customers, achieving reach within the 

target market should be prioritised.  Reach is defined as the percentage of people out of 

the target market that was possibly exposed to the medium where the ad was shown (Karz, 

2017).   

For brand-building, companies should use a mass marketing approach. You want to speak 

to everybody in the market, so choosing channels with good reach should be the main 

focus of your media buying strategy. The best way for a brand to grow is focusing on 

building mental availability with light and non-buyers of the brand. These are essential 

segments for growth because they make up most of the market. That is why it is so vital 

when it comes to media buying strategies to reach as many category buyers as possible, 

with minimum gaps between advertisement exposures (Romaniuk, 2018).  

You cannot hope to increase mental availability in customers if they are not exposed to 

your ads. If a campaign reaches a large portion of the market, it has the possibility of 

achieving a significant impact on sales, but a campaign with a small reach can only have 

little effect. A campaign that reaches a smaller audience needs a more substantial sales 
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response to achieve the same results. For example, if a campaign reaches 60 % of its target 

market of 1000 people and has a 5% behavioral impact, it will deliver 30 sales (1000 x 

0.05). If you only got 30% reach you would have to double the behavioral impact up to 

10% to achieve the same results. The lower the reach, the harder it is to maintain sales 

(Sharp, 2010).  

Though reach should be the first objective of any media plan, some companies still find 

a reason to prioritise other metrics. Jenni Romaniuk, a research professor at Ehrenberg-

Bass institute at the university of south Australia, has identified three common causes that 

companies give for not focusing on reach. The first is that companies are competing in a 

big market, and their budget simply does not allow them to focus on reach. The fact that 

you cannot afford to reach everybody in the category does not mean that you should not 

try. If you aim to reach as many people as your budget allows, you will achieve better 

coverage than if you ignored reach (Sharp, Beal & Collins, 2009).  

The second reason is focusing more on frequency rather than reach. Frequency is the 

number of times consumers are exposed to the advertisement (Karz, 2017). Some 

marketers think that the customer must see the ad at least three times, so the message of 

the ad sinks in. That is a myth. A good ad should work the first-time people see it. Each 

time the audience sees the ad has an effect, but with every added exposure, the effects 

grow smaller. The third reason is that companies are designing advertising campaigns 

that require people to see the advertisement multiple times. For example, a sequence of 

ads that together tell the whole story.  It can be very risky to design that kind of campaign.  

The fourth reason is that companies try to match the burst of their competitors. Burst´s 

advertisements deliver reach in a short period, but they also produce very high frequency 

for many consumers. It is a costly and inefficient way of reaching new consumers. Bursts 

are not sustainable and only work on people that are in the market at that particular time. 

Trying to match bad spending by a competitor will not do any good for both competitors.  

New changes like media fragmentation and new online media tools can cause marketers 

to get distracted from the primary goal of media buying, achieving reach (Romaniuk, 

2018). 
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2.5.Marketing Metrics 

 

This chapter starts with a discussion about the recent changes in marketing’s positioning 

within in companies and how new marketing metrics have changed the CMOs job. After 

that we will go into the struggles that some companies face and what prevents them from 

having a well-balanced portfolio of financial, behavioral and attitudinal metrics. Then we 

talk about why companies that are too short-sighted might underestimate the importance 

of brand-building. After that we will discuss the possible dangers of the marketing metric 

Return on Marketing Investment. The chapter ends on a discussion on why it is important 

to have a good balance between long and short-term metrics.  

 

Due to recent advances in technology, marketers can now much more precisely evaluate 

the results of their marketing activities.  

It is not that long ago that people looked at marketing as more of an art than real science. 

Marketers used to walk into budget meetings and demand more money for new expensive 

TV ads, for big events, and they would say that it was all necessary to build up the brand. 

Executives admitted that half the money that they invested in advertising was probably 

wasted. But those days are long gone. Corporations have stopped blindingly putting 

money into marketing. Now it is all about measurement and accountability. Companies 

are increasingly asking marketers to back up their decision making with numbers and 

figures (Bendle, Farris, Pfeifer & Reibstein, 2017). Measuring the success of marketing 

activities can be quite tricky. Marketers use all kinds of performance metrics. Some are 

financial, like sales revenue. Some are attitudinal like brand awareness and others like 

share of wallet measure behaviour. When you have such diverse metrics, it can be hard 

to know if your marketing activities are successful or not. Your marketing initiative could 

score really high on one metric, but according to another, it was a waste of time. Many 

chief marketing officers find it hard to balance the financial and creative side of the job. 

So, most of them do not last long in their position (Hanssens & Pauwels, 2016) 

Measuring the attitudinal and behaviour metrics that cannot easily be quantified can be 

quite tricky. For example, many companies consider their brand to be one of their key 

assets. But marketers have different opinions on what is meant by "the brand". It is hard 

to measure the value of the brand if the company does not have a clear idea of what a 

brand is. Marketing has many concepts that can be easily explained verbally and even 

formally defined. But these concepts are not metrics. For example, brand loyalty is a 
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concept that many marketers use, but the idea of what it actually means may vary. Is a 

customer loyal if it visits a store every week? What if this is the only store that he can get 

to. To be able to measure the concept, we have to provide a specific definition in 

numerical terms (Bendle, Farris, Pfeifer & Reibstein, 2017). To measure loyalty 

companies could then use numerical metrics like share of wallet which is the dollar 

amount an average customer regularly devotes to a particular brand rather than to 

competing brands in the same product category (Palmer, 2020). 

 

Because soft metrics can be hard to measure some companies only use financial metrics 

like sales numbers. Companies like that often find it hard to spend much on advertising, 

especially on ads that are meant to build up the brand. If companies do not know how 

advertising affects really work and only use short term metrics, it is understandable that 

they are a little bit sceptic about their effectiveness (Broadbent, 1989).  

 

There is a difference in how sales activations and brand-building campaigns affect sales. 

The effects of sales activations can be seen immediately, but the effects of brand-building 

take more time. Because the effects of brand-building are not immediate, many financial 

directors and CEOs have a hard time believing in their effectiveness. There are two main 

reasons why brand-building sales effects do not show up in weekly sales figures. The first 

is that most advertising protects or maintains market share. Few companies spend enough 

on brand-building advertising to increase market share. The second reason is that the 

advertising effects are spread out in time (Sharp, 2010). The effects of today's advertising 

can be seen spread over a long time period. You could look at brand-building advertising 

like an engine in a plane. When the engine is working everything is fine but when the 

engine stops running the plane starts to fall (Broadbent, 1989).  

 

Companies that only measure the success of advertising in short-term sales tend to 

overvalue the importance of metrics that measure the campaigns efficiency. Return on 

Marketing Investment is a metric that measures the efficiency of the marketing 

investment. ROMI is the ratio between profit and money spent on marketing (Seggie, 

Cavusgil & Phelan, 2007). Though ROMI helps marketers to showcase their worth better, 

it can also be dangerous if not used correctly. Being too focused on ROMI can lead to 

companies cutting budgets and reach and just focusing on easy sales. They are picking 

the low hanging fruit. Campaigns that are mostly judged on ROMI typically target 
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consumers that are highly likely to purchase. That tactic completely ignores recruiting 

new customers which will lead to base levels of sales falling. For a limited time, these 

kinds of tactics can produce enticing outcomes. A strong brand can deliver good ROMI 

in the beginning. As time goes on, ROMI will eventually fall to market norm. In long 

term campaigns, companies invest in future customers. That increases the ROMI in the 

short term. Studies have shown that the correlation between profit and ROMI is about 

15%. Long term business metrics like sales and market share of growth correlate much 

closer with profit. What ROMI has shown to correlate quite closely with are very large 

activations. ROMI does not seem to correlate with any long-term metrics. What is most 

worrying is that ROMI appears to correlate negatively with penetration growth. Focusing 

too much on ROMI may cause marketers to undervalue market penetration (Binet & 

Field, 2017). That can be very counterproductive as the work of Romaniuk and Byron 

Sharp at the Ehrenberg bass institute have shown. Market penetration is a crucial factor 

in the growth of a brand (Romaniuk & Sharp, 2016).  

 

Unfortunately, big data and marketing dashboards have brought about what can only be 

described as an obsession with ROMI. It is the most common marketing response metric. 

Short term campaigns deliver better ROMI results than long term campaigns and 

underperform when it comes to impact on profit growth. When companies use ROMI as 

their key metric to measure campaigns success then naturally short-term campaigns come 

out on top. ROMI possibly conflicting with profit growth might seem strange to some 

people. To demonstrate how that could happen, we can look at two real case studies about 

campaign A and campaign B from the IPA databank. ROMI is the ratio between profit 

and money spent on marketing. You can increase ROMI in two ways. By reducing 

marketing spend or growing profits. Out of the two, reducing marketing spend is easier. 

But reducing marketing spend will not increase profits. Campaign A is a short-term 

campaign that focused on activation and achieved a ROMI of 103%. Campaign B is more 

long term focused. It goal is to build up growth through brand building. Its ROMI was 

65%, much lower than campaign B. Campaign A's ROMI is so low because they can 

spend less by focusing on short term sales. That tactic is unfortunately not sustainable. 

Campaign B's strategy requires a more considerable investment. But growth will continue 

long after the campaign has ended. If the success of the campaigns were judged only by 

ROMI campaign A was much more successful. But if you multiply ROMI with the 
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budget, you can see the actual net profit of each campaign. Then you can see that 

Campaign B is more profitable (Binet & Field, 2017).  

 

Figure 6: Tow real IPA cases (Binet & Field, 2017) 

 

 

Instead of focusing on the efficiency of a campaign, companies should rather measure the 

effectiveness of it or the return minus the investment. This conflict between the 

effectiveness and efficiency of campaigns are common within companies that do not use 

long- and short-term metrics (Hanssens & Pauwels, 2016). 

If the goal is to have the right balance between long- and short-term campaigns, then 

metrics that companies use must also be balanced. Companies need to know which 

metrics measure short term effects and which measure long term. That can be quite 

tricky. Instant sales are mostly associated with short term effects and sales in year 2 with 

long term. That is pretty straight forward. The tricky part is finding out when precisely 

long-term effects take over. Binet's and Fields analysis suggest that maybe around six 

months is the point where the declining influence of short-term campaigns is equal to the 

increasing impact of long-term campaigns. That does not mean that a single rational ad 

will affect a customer six months after he sees it. The effects of a single ad like that are 

often gone after approximately one week. Through repetition, rational advertising can 

work for weeks or even months. But those effects do not build up over time like 

advertising that is meant to build the brand. So, if evaluated over six months or more, a 

sequence of sales activation advertisements will have a more significant effect. So, if 

companies measure success over a period shorter than six months, then the metric will 

favor short term rational advertisements. Brand building activities should be evaluated 

over a period of more than six months, and activations should be evaluated over a period 

of fewer than six months (Binet & Field, 2013).  
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2.6.Adidas 

So far in the literature review we have discussed brand-building and sales activations. We 

have talked about content creation, targeting and the importance of reach and marketing 

metrics. In this chapter we will go over the recent changes that Adidas has made to their 

advertising strategy. Those changes have to do with balancing sales activations and brand-

building, targeting, choice of media channels and marketing metrics. 

 

A couple of years ago, Adidas, one of the biggest advertisers in the world, decided to 

change how they advertise. They had noticed that younger consumers were mostly 

engaging with the brand online. Adidas decided that they were going to greatly reduce 

their advertising expenditure in traditional media. The thought that the key to future 

growth was to engage more directly with its customers through online marketing (Ritson, 

2019).  

These changes turned out to be a big mistake. The global brand leader for Adidas, Simon 

Peel admitted that they had focused too much on Return on investment and thus over-

invested in online media and neglected all brand-building. The company did no brand-

tracking, and their attribution model was only based on the last click (Spary, 2020). Their 

choice in advertising was not the only problem. They had a big oversupply problem which 

resulted in them discounting their products too much, which hurt their brand equity 

(Vizard, 2019). 

 

What made them realize that they were not on the right track was when they started to 

use a new econometric model. Their previous attribution model of last click had made 

them believe that only digital advertising drove online sales. This led them to overvalue 

the benefits of SEO, display and social media advertising. After they started to use their 

econometrics, they realized that it was not just digital advertising that drove online sales. 

So, they started to increase their investment in TV, video, cinema and outdoor. These are 

mediums that their last-click attribution system had undervalued. They also had realized 

that they had focused too much on increasing loyalty of current clients. When they 

introduced the econometric model, they found out that most of their sales came from first-

time buyers (Vizard, 2019).  

 

Peel admitted that they had tried to grow sales too quickly, they had been focusing too 

much on short-term metrics. Because of pressure from shareholders to increase sales, they 
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became too short-sighted. That caused them to spend approximately 23% of their 

advertising budget on brand-building and 77% into activations. They had focused too 

much on efficiency, which led them to cut costs rather than strengthening their brand and 

increasing long-term profits (Spary, 2020). 

Over the last years, Adidas has been trying to change this. They have introduced a new 

marketing playbook. In the center of all their advertising are now more emotional brand-

driven advertisements. They run at least four major brand-driven campaigns every year 

that are then supported with rational ads (Spary, 2020). 

 

3.Methodology 

 

 

3.1.Research method 

 

As was stated before the research question for this thesis is, how do companies approach 

sales activations and brand-building campaigns?  

To help answer that question, the qualitative method of in-depth interviews was chosen. 

In qualitative research, the goal is to find out what thoughts and experiences the 

interviewee has off the subject in hand. The interviewer must have good experience of 

the subject, so he is able to ask additional questions based on the answers from the 

participants (Kvale & Brinkmann, 2009). Qualitative research is well suited to dive deep 

into a subject, but the results are not meant to be used to conclude about a bigger mean. 

The results of the research will be described in words. Qualitative research can often help 

in finding new angles to a subject that can be better explored using quantitative research 

methods.  

During the analysis of the qualitative results, an interesting trend was identified. And the 

following sub research question was formed. Are companies tracking how much of their 

advertising budget is spent on sales activation and brand-building? 

To try and answer the sub research question, a questionnaire was sent out to companies. 

A questionnaire is a quantitative research method that can be used to conclude about a 

bigger mean (Callegaro, Manfreda, & Vehovar, 2015). 
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3.2.Qualitative research  

In the qualitative research, four in-depth interviews were conducted. An in-depth 

interview is a qualitative research method where the interviewer speaks to one 

interviewee at a time. The questions can be open-ended or closed. In a close-ended 

question, the possible answers are few. Those kinds of questions are limiting because the 

interviewee cannot express himself freely. For this research, only open-ended questions 

were used. In-depth interviews are most of the time audio recorded. The aim is to find 

common themes within the answers of the participants (Kvale & Brinkman, 2009). 

 

3.2.1. Participants 

To find companies that were willing to participate in this study, purposive sampling was 

used. Purposive sampling is a type of convenience sampling where participants are chosen 

based on the qualities of the participant. In this method, the aim is to find individuals that 

are known to be well suited and knowledge about the subject. This technique is non-

random, so the results cannot be used to generalize about other companies (Etikan, Musa 

& Alkassim, 2015). The participants were 4 in total. All male from the age of 32 to 48. 

Three out of four work as CMOs in big companies in Iceland. Below is a brief discussion 

about the participants and the companies they work for. Assurance was made not to 

disclose the names of the interviewees and the companies that they work for. For that 

reason, the names of the interviewees have been changed. 

 

Company A- Michael: 

Michael is between 37-38 years old and has worked as the CMO in company A for four 

years. Michael worked in online marketing before he started at Company A. Company A 

is a big retail chain that mostly sells electronics.  

 

Company B - Kevin:  

Kevin is between 31-33 years old and is working as a CMO in Company B. Company B 

sells outdoor wear. The company is over 90 years old and sells its clothes in its own stores.  

 

Company C - Jim:  

Jim is between 38-39 years old and currently works as a CMO in Company C. Jim worked 

in advertising before he started his job at company C. Company C is a hardware store.  
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Toby: 

Toby is between 47-48 years old and works in online marketing at a media buying agency. 

In his job, he has worked for multiple clients, so he has a comprehensive spectrum on 

how companies approach marketing. 

 

3.2.2. Data collection and procedure of interviews 

 

Preparation for the interviews started in June 2020. Before contacting possible 

participants, a questioner was formed see appendix. After that, interviewees were 

contacted through email. The researcher’s personal connections were used in identifying 

possible candidates. Because of constrictions due to the outbreak of COVID, 19 laws had 

been put in place in Iceland that prohibited mass gatherings and people were asked to 

keep at least 2-meter distance between each other. A lot of companies were going through 

difficult times, not knowing how long this situation would last. This made it more difficult 

to find people that were willing to participate in the research. Some participants that had 

already agreed had to cancel due to the circumstances. The interviewer had previously 

worked with 3 of the 4 participants. The interviews took place between the 1. August - 

20. August 2020. All interviews were conducted online to make sure that the interviewees 

felt comfortable. The questioner was mostly constructed with open-ended questions. This 

allowed the interviewer to dive deeper into some of the answers that the interviewees 

gave. For that reason, the interviews varied in length or from 30 to 45 minutes. The goal 

of the research was to find out how the companies that the interviewees work or have 

worked for approach sale activation and brand-building campaigns. The questioner was 

made up of 21 questions see appendix. The questions had to be adopted for every 

interview, and some questions were skipped because they did not apply to everyone. The 

questions can be grouped into five different categories, balancing sales activations and 

brand-building, content creation, metrics, targeting and finally sales promotions. 

At the beginning of the interview, the purpose of the interview and how it would be 

conducted was explained to the interviewees. The interviewees were then asked about 

branding vs sales activations in general, if they were actively measuring how much they 

put into each, and if they knew anything about the 60:40 rule (Binet & Field, 2013). 

Michael and Kevin both work for big retailers, so they were asked if there were any 

specific complications that come with having to sell hundreds of different brands. After 
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that, the interviewees were asked about content creation. The goal there was to find out if 

there were any differences in how the company creates content for sales activations and 

for brand-building. Next came questions that were focused on how the companies 

measure the success of their marketing campaigns. What metrics they used and if there 

were any differences in how they measured success in sales activations and brand building 

campaigns. Next, the interviewees were asked what their view on targeting was. If they 

use it and how. In the end, the interviewees were asked about their feelings towards price 

promotions and how they use it within their own companies. Michael, Kevin and Jim 

were all asked to answer the questions with the company they work for in mind. As Toby 

works for multiple companies, he was asked to answer the questions more broadly. 

 

3.3.Quantitative research 

 

To answer the sub research question, are companies tracking how much of their 

advertising budget is spent on sales activation and brand-building? A questionnaire 

which is a type of qualitative research method was constructed. The benefits of a 

questionnaire are that the results are easier to measure, and it is also often easier for the 

participants to answer questions from a questionnaire rather than answering questions 

during for example an in-depth interview. As the idea of the sub research came after work 

on the thesis had started, time was limited. Preparation for the survey started in August. 

The survey was sent out on the 24th of August. The participants had four days to finish 

the survey before it was closed.  

 

3.3.1. Participants 

For the quantitative study, the researcher needed to find participants that had knowledge 

about companies advertising expenditures. There was no available list of people with this 

experience. To find possible candidates convenience sampling, which is a type of non-

random sampling was used. In convenience sampling, candidates that meet a certain 

criteria are chosen. The criteria could be participants that are easy to get hold of, for 

example, a student has little time, so he uses his own classmates as participants for his 

research. The downside of convenience sampling is that candidates might not be 

representative of the entire population. The results of a study that uses convenience 
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sampling cannot be used to generalize about a bigger mean (Buil, Chernatony, & 

Martínez, 2011). 

To find possible candidates for this survey, companies’ websites were used. Many 

companies list emails of their employees on their website. The author browsed hundreds 

of websites to find possible candidates. In the end, 38 emails were sent out where the 

purpose of the survey was explained, and people asked if they wanted to participate. Out 

of the 38 individuals that received the email 21 completed the survey. 

 

 

3.3.2. Data collection of quantitative data 

 

Before starting the survey, participants had to read a short text that explained the reason 

behind the survey and how the data would be handled. Both in the email that was sent 

out, and at the beginning of the survey participants were informed that the researcher 

could not track individual responses. There was also a short explanation of what the terms 

brand-building and sales activation mean in the text. The survey consisted of three 

questions. In the first question, participants were asked if the companies that they worked 

for were measuring how much was spent on brand-building campaigns and how much 

was spent on sales activations. In question, two participants were asked what they thought 

was the split between brand-building and sales activations in their companies advertising 

spend. In the third and final question participants had to say how they thought the 

company should split brand-building and sales activations. 

 

3.4.Analyses of data 

For the qualitative research, the interviews were all written down, and nothing was 

changed. Altogether, the words are around 12.500. Every interview was then analysed 

before any comparison was made between the results. After every interview had been 

analysed, the results were compared to try and find common themes in the participants 

answered. Five themes emerged from that analysis.  

For the quantitative research, the statistical analysis software SPSS was used to analyse 

the data. 
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4.Results 

4.1.Qualitative results 

In this chapter, the results from the four in-depth interviews will be displayed. The goal 

of the research was to find out how companies approach sales activations and brand-

building campaigns. In the interviews, the researcher tried to get the participants to speak 

about every aspect of their communication strategy. When the results from the analysis 

were examined, five themes emerged. These themes are, balancing sales activations and 

brand-building, content creation, targeting, marketing metrics and sales promotions. The 

results from the interviews will then be used to try and answer the research question. 

 

Balancing sales activations and brand building 

Company 

A- 

Michael: 

Today company A is not running any pure brand-building advertising 

campaigns. They are aware of their importance and are planning to go 

for a more even split of brand-building and sales activations. As soon as 

Michael started working at company A three years ago, he wanted to 

change how they were advertising. They used to position the brand as a 

cheap option. So, by advertising with rational advertisements that 

showcased their products and their low prices, you could say that they 

were building up the brand. They made a strategic decision to change the 

position of the brand. This new position was introduced to the staff at the 

end of 2019, and they started implementing it at the beginning of 2020. 

They are no longer going to position themselves as the cheapest. With 

entry barriers to the market lowering, it is no longer profitable for them 

to compete on price. They want to move to a more service-oriented brand. 

They are hoping that customers are willing to pay a premium price for 

their service. Companies A plan is to start producing brand-building 

advertisements that showcase their new position. Michael is also hoping 

that the company can decide what they stand for, a higher purpose. He 

mentions Krónan the supermarket chain as a good example. He believes 

that Krónan's environmental policy has done wonders for the brand, and 

he hopes to do the same for Company A.  
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Michael says that they have started this work, but it is far from being 

finished. Some of the things that they have done are, for example offering 

customers to come in with old electronics that they have stopped using. 

The customer gets a store credit, and the company makes sure that old 

devices are recycled. They have also tried around Christmas to increase 

their warranty time. By increasing the warranty, they want to make sure 

that people do not end up with devices that they have no use for and do 

not use.  

When asked about if he intended to measure how much he was spending 

on brand-building and sales activations, he said that the goal was to end 

up around 50:50 but measuring it precisely was too hard. He has a hard 

time seeing how companies are supposed to have an exact figure when it 

comes to the split. Measuring the balance only in money spent has its 

problems. What about their own channels where they advertise for free. 

For example, they send out a monthly brochure to almost every house in 

Iceland. Most of the brochure is made out of product advertisements, but 

there is also some brand-building in there. Michael wonders how they 

should treat the brochure when it comes to the balance. Should it be 

counted as sales activation or brand-building?  

 As Company A is a retailer, they are not just selling their own brand but 

also hundreds of others. That complicates how they can advertise. They 

get funding for their advertisements through their suppliers. Instead, the 

supplier expects them to promote their product. Now that they have 

started to advertise their own brand more, they have had to think of new 

ways to satisfy their suppliers. They have begun to push certain products 

in the search engine on their own website. This is done to satisfy their 

suppliers, so they are able to spend more money on brand-building. He 

believes that balancing sales activation and brand-building is much 

harder for them than for companies that only have to focus on their one 

brand.  

 Michael is aware of Peter and Binet's work and the 60:40 rule. He says 

that their work did not affect his decision to increase brand-building at 

the company, but it has made it easier for him to convince other 
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employees at Company A that they would benefit from reducing the 

amount spent on sales activations and increasing brand-building.  

Company B 

- Kevin: 

Company B uses the sales funnel to balance sales activations and brand-

building. At the top of the funnel, they mostly use brand-building 

advertisements. They believe that when increasing awareness, they 

should only use brand-building. When the customer has shown interest 

in the product by clicking an ad or visiting their website, they target them 

with more sales-driven content. They also use different media channels 

for sales activation and brand-building purposes. They use billboards, 

magazines and social media to showcase the brand position. He says that 

for example, when they buy the big billboard in Hamraborg, they would 

never show the price of the product. It is always used to promote the 

brand. When the customer has shown interest, they use the targeting 

capabilities of online media to show product ads, especially to them. 

They have also spent years building up a big email list. Every week they 

send out emails about new products. They feel comfortable pushing 

products to the people that are on that email list because they have 

themselves signed up and are fans of the brand.  

Company B does not measure how much emphasis they put on brand-

building, but Kevin said building the brand was their primary goal.  

A significant portion of Company B´s customers are tourists. Though 

tourists only stay in Iceland for a short period, Company B uses similar 

tactics as they do on locals. First, they focus on introducing the brand, 

and then they try to sell and build up a lasting relationship with the client. 

The company does not try to use every opportunity that they get with the 

tourist to try and sell to them. Tourists must get a feel for the brand and 

what it stands for before they try to sell to them. They do not go for the 

quick sell but instead utilise their online store to build up a future 

customer relationship. Every year over 2 million tourists come to Iceland. 

Because of the outbreak of COVID, 19 fewer tourists are coming to the 

country than usual. This is having a negative effect on the traffic to 
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Company B´s website. The company has a giant billboard at the airport 

so as soon as the tourists arrive, they are introduced to the brand. 

 When the tourists are leaving, Company B has another billboard 

positioned close to the check-in where the tax-free store is advertised. 

Company C 

- Jim: 

Before Jim started working as the CMO, Company C was mainly using 

sales activations. Jim mentioned that he and other people that started at 

the company at a similar time believed that the company should start 

advertising the brand more. Jim says that if you do not have a strong 

brand, all you end up doing is fighting with your competitors for this 

week's sales. Jim says that being top of mind is essential for company C, 

especially because customers do not frequently shop in hardware stores. 

When they finally have a reason to come, you have to make sure that you 

are their number one pick. Company C has put a lot of effort in 

segmenting the market and identifying customers that are not buying 

from the company. They try to appeal to those segments by targeting 

them with emotional brand-building advertisements. Company C is a 

prominent retailer, and Jim says that the biggest problem that comes with 

selling multiple brands, is the competition. Company C is often 

competing against companies that are only focusing on one category. It 

can be hard to be top of mind in every category. Because the company is 

competing in so many categories, the brand must stand for a lot in 

consumers mind. This is one of the biggest challenges that Jim has to 

face as the CMO of Company C. 

Toby: 

Toby says that in his experience, a lot of companies believe branding and 

sales to be the same thing. Companies are often too short-sighted to see 

the benefits of building the brand. In his opinion, it is too common that 

marketers measure the success of yesterday's newspaper ad only in 

today's sales.  

Toby is optimistic and believes companies are becoming more long-term 

focused. He mentions Krónan the supermarket chain as an example of 

good branding. Krónan clearly has a vision and a clear brand position 

that differentiates them from their competitors. 
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Content Creation 

Company 

A- 

Michael: 

Until now, all of Company A´s advertising content has been created in 

house. Because all they were doing was pushing products, they used 

templates that they got sent from abroad. They only had to fill in the 

image of the product and the price. Now that they are going to emphasise 

brand-building, they have started working with an advertising agency to 

create emotional TV and radio commercials. They still have not signed a 

contract with any agency but rather pick one out for each project.  
 

Company B 

- Kevin: 

For the last three years, Company B has done most of the content creation 

inhouse. They do not have a formal contract with any agency. When they 

need help, they pick an agency that has the talent necessary for that 

particular project. They feel that no single agency is going to have all the 

skill needed, so this setup works well for them. Kevin says that the 

primary purpose of their ads is to try and evoke strong emotions within 

people. Iceland is at the center of everything that they do. With their 

advertisements, they want to show the everyday lifestyle of exciting 

people. That live in an interesting, almost inhabitable place. Having high-

quality advertisements is really important to them. The customer gets to 

know the brand through advertisements, so the quality of every ad has to 

be up to standard. 

Company C 

- Jim: 

Company C works with an agency which does all their brand-building 

content. Everything else that has to do with sales activations is done 

inhouse. They also work closely with a media buying agency which helps 

them choose the right channels and distributes their content. 
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Targeting 

Company 

A- 

Michael: 

Michael does not use targeting much for Company A. Company A sells 

to around 70-80% of the nation every year and are top of mind for 80% 

of people. They offer a broad range of products. He believes that their 

goal should be to reach as many customers as possible. He thinks that 

mass marketing is the way to go for them. The only targeting that 

Company A does is on social media. There they are experimenting with 

targeting segments that are more likely to buy in their opinion. Michael 

has a background in online marketing, so he knows well the targeting 

capabilities of online media. In his opinion having a great ROMI because 

you targeted precisely the most profitable customers is not how Company 

A will grow. Their goal is to reach everybody, so cutting costs to increase 

their ROMI would not help them. 

He used to work for a company that produced software that helps tourists 

plan their trip around Iceland. It was a startup company, so their budget 

was minimal. The window that they could sell to customers was very 

narrow. They had to get to the customer when he had decided that he 

wanted to travel to Iceland but before he started booking anything. 

Because they had a limited budget and the market for their products was 

very small targeting was a very good option for them back then. 

Company B 

- Kevin: 

Kevin says that though Company B produces high-quality outerwear 

designed to withstand harsh conditions, they are not only focusing on 

experienced hikers. They try to appeal to a broader audience with a 

minimalist design and colors that make it possible to use their clothes in 

different circumstances. Company B mainly uses targeting when they are 

advertising abroad. 

In the Icelandic market, they try to reach as many people as possible. The 

market abroad is much larger. They do not have the budget to target 

everybody, so they had to segment the market to try and identify the most 

profitable customers. Their target market abroad are people aged 24-25. 

They have split that age group into smaller segments. For example, they 

focus on a group they call experience seekers. This group makes up 20% 

of their customer base. Experience seekers are more open to the idea of 
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Company B collaborating with other fashion brands. They will buy a 

jacket that could be used on Everest but only use it downtown. The 

targeting capabilities of social media has been very useful for Company 

B to reach this segment. 

Company C 

- Jim: 

  Company C splits up its customer base into two groups. Individuals who 

buy for their home and then contractors that buy for their work.  

They segment the contractors based on their profession. They approach, 

i.e. masons differently than carpenters. Though they do not advertise 

directly to the professionals, they use other methods like events to get 

their business. They also segment individuals. A few years ago, 

Company C noticed that they needed to talk more to women at a certain 

age. Since then, they have tried to focus their ads and measure if they are 

reaching this segment. Company C is installing a CRM system, and the 

plan is to target even more in the future. Jim is aware of the dangers that 

too narrow targeting can bring. He says that if companies are not careful, 

they can target themselves out of the market. Jim says that they do not 

treat targeting differently when it comes to brand-building and sales 

activations. He says that because the Icelandic media channels are so 

good and have a good reach, they do not have to target narrower when 

they are selling. The main difference in brand-building and sales 

activations is the choice of media channels. When it comes to loyalty or 

penetration, Jim says that they try to think about both. To increase loyalty 

and to get current customers to buy more, they train their staff in cross-

selling. They regularly use secret shoppers to test if their team is 

performing as they should. They also have a big email list with current 

clients that they regularly send emails to with the newest product 

offerings. They also have an active Facebook page with over 50.000 

followers. So, Company C tries as much as they can to get more out of 

current customers. But they are also aware that individuals do not 

frequently have to shop at a hardware store. For example, an individual 

only builds one terrace, he renovates his kitchen maybe 2-3 times over 

his lifespan. Jim says that because people shop so infrequently with them, 

they have to also focus on new customers. For example, they make sure 
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that they are always top of mind for young people. Though this is not a 

profitable segment today, it will be. When you are renovating your first 

house, you should think of Company C. 

Toby: 

Toby says that targeting should be used based on the STP framework. 

Companies have to think about how they want to position their brand and 

to what their target market is. Toby says that most companies are not 

thinking in these terms. Most companies do not have a clear target market 

and positioning. In his opinion, this should be the base for all targeting 

work. He also says that even if companies have a target market in mind, 

the work behind choosing this segment is often quite random. He says 

that often the decision of going for specific segments comes from a hunch 

the CMO had, and most of the time, no research has been done. He says 

that leaders in the company have to have a clear idea of who their target 

market is. Toby does not think that targeting should be treated differently 

in brand-building and sales activations. You should choose your segment 

and target him both in brand-building and in sales activations. 

 

 

Marketing metrics 

Company 

A-  Michael: 

Michael says that Company A used to measure the success of their 

advertisements, mostly in the number of sold units. He says that before 

he says good morning to his wife, he has already checked the sales 

number from the day before. But with changes in brand positioning, 

they have had to introduce new metrics to get a more balanced view 

of how the company is performing. Now they have started to advertise 

their service they have added metrics like how much-bought services 

are of total income. They have changed how they are incentivising 

their staff. It used to be all about sales numbers, but now they measure 

how happy the customers are, and that affects the bonus that the staff 

gets. That is all done to try and strengthen their position as a service-

oriented brand.  
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Company B - 

Kevin: 

To measure the success of their advertisements, Company B uses short 

term metrics like sales and traffic to stores. But they are also aware 

that the success of yesterday's ads can not only be measured in sold 

units the day after. The benefits of advertising spread over a more 

extended period. Company B puts a lot of emphasis on having a strong 

brand. They work with MMR, a market research company to measure 

the strength of the brand. They also buy data from Meniga, an 

Icelandic fintech company. That data allows them to follow what their 

market share is. They say that looking at their market share has been 

very useful to them. If sales are rising for them, they are able to tell if 

it was because of their recent advertisements or if sales were increasing 

for the whole market. 

Company C - 

Jim: 

Company C does not only look at sales numbers when it comes to 

measuring success. They work closely with the marketing research 

company Gallup. Gallup sends out a big questioner every year to 

individuals and professionals. Company C has worked with Gallup for 

over 30 years, so they have a good overview of how things have 

evolved. From this questioner, they get information about how the 

customer perceives the company's prices, product range and service. 

They test to see what company is top of mind when it comes to 

hardware stores and for each category that they compete in. All this 

data gets sent to them and can be viewed in a dashboard. They also 

have information about if consumers are noticing their and their 

competitors’ ads. They also look at real-time data of how their 

advertisements are performing. How many clicks and how many 

conversions the ads are generating. 

Toby: 

Toby says that in his experience, the biggest mistake that companies 

make is to focus too much on short-term metrics like sales numbers. 

He says that it is too common that companies have no soft metrics 

because they do not know the strength of the brand, they tend to 

undervalue its importance and focus more on selling than brand-

building. 
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He says that it is essential that companies measure the strength of their 

brand and can react if those measurements. 

 

 

Sales promotions 

Company 

A-  Michael: 

Michael thinks that when it comes to sales activations, it is all about 

finding the right balance. Before when Company A was positioned as 

the cheapest option, having sales was actually strengthening their 

brand image, because they wanted people to think of them as the place 

where you would get the best price. But they were always aware not 

to overuse them. If you do people will start to notice it, and nobody 

will pay full price for the products. He says that Icelandic consumers 

are quick to realize that if a company is always discounting their 

products. 

Michael makes a distinction between sales and discounts. Sales are 

often just a necessary tool for companies to get rid of products because 

they have too much in stock. Michael thinks that companies can really 

hurt the brand if they are offering discounts on new products.  

Michael says that Company A works closely with its suppliers, and 

sometimes the idea of the sales comes from the supplier but sometimes 

from Company A. He says that it can often be interesting to see how 

the big suppliers with the big brands do their discounting. It is often 

really tactical and has been decided months in advance. 

Company B - 

Kevin: 

Company B runs its own Sales market, which is open all year round. 

Kevin says that this makes it possible to never have anything on 

discount in their typical stores. He believes that offering deals on 

products in their stores could hurt other products that are not on sales. 

Kevin does not think that the sales market hurts the brand. It has been 

open for many years. They would rather sell their products at discounts 

than not at all. Kevin says that the company creates products that are 

meant to be worn for years. They try to be as sustainable as possible. 
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Throwing products away would hurt the brand more in the long term, 

then selling them at a discount.   

Company C - 

Jim: 

Jim says that Company C´s view on sales promotions has not always 

been the same. After the financial crisis of 2007, the company decided 

to get rid of all discounts and advertise the same price for everybody. 

When Jim started at Company C, he and the new CEO agreed that they 

should begin using sales promotions again. Their reasoning behind it 

is simple. When it comes to short term selling, sales promotions and 

discounts work better than anything else. People want to make a good 

deal. Jim says it is vital to have a strong brand with good awareness, 

but you also have to have reasonable prices. He mentions a competitor 

of theirs that has tried to offer everybody the same price at all times. It 

does not work. He does not believe that the sales promotions are 

hurting the brand. They have just gotten the results from a recent 

marketing research, and the brand awareness has never been stronger.  

Toby: 

 Toby believes that companies overly use sales promotions. Based on 

Toby´s experience the long-term benefits of sales promotions are 

limited. He believes that most of the time, they hurt the brand. It is not 

good when the only tactical solution that companies can think of to 

increase short term sales is discounting price. Having customers relate 

sales promotions and low cost to your brand is not a good long-term 

strategy. Toby thinks that the primary purpose of building a strong 

brand is so customers will buy more of your product more often and 

at a higher price. Of course, there are outside factors that come into 

play but to compete only on price is a weak position.  
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4.2. Quantitative results 

In this chapter, the result from the questionnaire that was sent out will be displayed.  

The questionnaire consisted of three questions. 

The goal of this quantitative study was to find out how companies are balancing sales 

promotions and brand-building, hoping that those results could assist in answering the 

research question of this thesis. How do companies approach sales activations and 

brand-building campaigns? The questionnaire was in Icelandic as it was only sent to 

companies in Iceland. The questions below have been translated into English. The 

original questions can be viewed in the appendix.  

 

Question 1 

In question one, participants were asked if the companies that they work for were 

measuring how much of their advertising budget goes into sales activations and how much 

goes into brand-building. Out of the 21 individuals that answered 12 of them or 57% said 

yes, 8 or 38% responded no, and only 1 or 5% were not sure. Question one was meant to 

answer the sub research question, are companies tracking how much of their advertising 

budget is spent on sales 

activation and brand-

building. The results from 

question one show that 

more than half of 

companies seem to be 

measuring how much is 

spent on brand-building 

and sales activations. 
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Question 2 

In question two participants were asked how they thought the advertising budget in their 

company was split between sales activations and brand-building. The most common 

answer was 30%. The highest was 80% and the lowest 20%. The mean was 46.19% with 

a standard deviation of 19.6%. The results displayed in figure 8 show that it seems to be 

quite random how much is spent 

on brand-building. Only 2 out of 

21 participants say that their 

company is spending 60% on 

brand-building which is the 

recommended amount according 

to Binets and Fields work (Binet 

& Field, 2013). 

 

Question 3 

In question 3, participants were asked how much of the advertising budget they thought 

should be used for brand-building. The most common answer was 60%. The highest was 

80% and the lowest 40%: The mean was 59,5% with a standard deviation of 13,6%. On 

average companies thought they should increase their spend in brand-building by 10,47%. 

Out of all the participants, 2 thought they should spend less on brand-building, 8 thought 

they should not change it, and 11 thought they should spend more on brand-building. 

 

Figure 9: Question 3 
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Other findings 

In the first question, participants were asked if 

they measure the split between brand building and 

sales activations. 57% answers, yes, and 38% 

answered no. From now on these two groups will 

be called group Yes and group No. On average, 

group Yes are currently spending 45% on brand-

building with a standard deviation of 21%. Only 

two people from the group Yes thought that their 

company was spending 60% on brand building. 

Group No are on average spending a little bit more 

on brand-building than group Yes or 48% with a 

standard deviation of 18%. Nobody from group 

No thought that their company was spending 60% 

on brand-building. 

In question 3, the participants were asked how 

much they thought their company should spend on 

advertising.  

If we compare the answers from group, Yes and 

group No we see that the average for group Yes 

was 53% and the average for group No was 69%. 

In group Yes, four out of eleven answered that the 

company should spend 60% on brand-building. 

Only one person from group No thought they 

should spend 60 % on brand-building. 
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5.Discussion 

The goal of this research was to find out how companies approach sales activation and 

brand-building campaigns. To answer that question, two studies were conducted.  

 

In this chapter, the results from the studies will be discussed and put into context with 

previous research. The findings will be used to try and answer the thesis research 

question. How do companies approach sales activations and brand-building campaigns? 

And the sub-research question. Are companies tracking how much of their advertising 

budget is spent on sales activation and brand-building? The discussions will be based on 

the five themes that emerged from the qualitative research, balancing sales activations 

and brand-building, content creation, targeting, marketing metrics and sales promotions.  

 

Balancing sales activations and brand-building 

 

All the interviewees were aware of the importance of building up the brand. Company A, 

B and C are all in very different places in their brand-building journey.  

Company B has always put the brand first. The company is over 90 years old, so the brand 

has a lot of history. They only sell their products in their store, so they have total control 

over the whole brand experience. When it comes to the balance between brand-building 

and sales activations, Company B does not measure how much is spent on each. Though 

it is much more common that companies spend too little on brand-building and the 

dangers of that have been talked about more, it is also possible to do too much brand-

building. Companies with strong brands have to be able to increase short term sales as 

well to maximize overall profits. It could be good for company B to try and measure how 

much they are spending on each and to see if they are far from the ideal split of 60:40. 

Company C used to be very sales driven, but with the arrival of Jim and others to the 

company, things started to change. In the six years that Jim has worked there, they have 

made a lot of progress, and the brand has never been stronger.  

Company A is only at the beginning of their brand-building journey. The change in the 

positioning of Company A's brand and their new focus on increasing brand-building are 

ideas that came from Michael. It took him a long time to convince other people at the 

company that this was the way forward.  

There are some similarities between company A and company C. They are both big 

retailers that were heavily sales oriented. Both Michael and Jim talked about the 
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complications that come with having to sell hundreds of other brands and compete in 

different categories. Both of the companies used to compete mostly on price, so selling a 

lot of units was a high priority. That caused the companies to undervalue the importance 

of the brand and focus too much on sales numbers. Both Company A and C decided to 

change their balance between brand-building and sales activation when new people with 

new ideas started to work at the company. If a company is not aware of the importance 

of having a strong brand, why would they put money into brand-building? The same thing 

applies to Binet's and Fields 60:40 rule. It is doubtful that a company that is not aware of 

this rule will end up putting precisely 60% of their advertising budget into brand-building.  

 

The result from question one from the qualitative study was meant to help answer the sub 

research question are companies tracking how much of their advertising budget is spent 

on sales activation and brand-building. The results see figure 7, showed that around 57% 

of companies measure how much is spent on each. What was interesting about the results 

was that the companies that are measuring the split spend on average a little bit less on 

brand-building or around 45% compared to 48% for those that are not measuring it. If 

companies want to balance sales activations and brand-building correctly, they have to 

start measuring how much is put into each. Binet and Fields' work showed how damaging 

it could be if companies do not have the right balance. Though like Michael mentioned 

in his interview, it is hard to measure it precisely, companies should at least have some 

idea how much they spend on each. 

 

The results from question 2 see figure 8, in the qualitative research show that most 

companies are not following the 60:40 rule. Only 2 participants out of 21 said that they 

spend 60% on brand-building. Looking at the results from question three, we can see that 

companies, in general, think that they should be spending more than they currently are on 

brand-building. The mean from answers to question three was 59,5% compared to 46,19% 

from question two. Out of all the participants, 2 thought they should spend less on brand-

building, 8 thought they should not change it, and 11 thought they should spend more on 

brand-building. The results show that at least some companies are aware that they need 

to increase their expenditure on brand building. 

In Tobias, opinion companies have generally been too focused on sales and neglected the 

brand. But he also mentions that he has been noticing some change. It seems to him that 

companies are becoming more aware of what a strong brand can do for them. Company 
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A has started to put more into brand-building. Michael hopes that they will end up with a 

50:50 split, but he says that they are not there yet and that it will take some time. 

Comparing the answers from question 2 and 3, show us that marketers, in general, think 

they should be spending more on brand-building. Hopefully, more companies are similar 

to company A in the process of increasing their expenditure in brand-building.  

What the results from question 3 show us is that either companies are not aware or they 

do not believe in the 60:40 rule. Only 6 participants out of 20 or 30 % thought that their 

company should spend 60% on brand-building. 

 

Binet and Field have pointed out two reasons why companies are deviating from the 60:40 

rule. Companies are measuring success over too short of a period and that today's new 

technology is mostly focused on activations. The results from the qualitative and 

quantitative researches point to lack of awareness both of the importance of brand-

building and the 60:40 rule are causing companies to put too little of their advertising 

spend into brand-building. 

 

 

Content creation  

When it comes to content creation, the three companies all seem to follow a similar 

formula. They create rational sales-driven advertisements in-house, but when it comes to 

emotional brand-building content, they use outside help. One out of the three companies,  

has a contract with an agency the other two pick an agency they feel like is best suited for 

the job. Company B is the only one that does some of the brand-building content in house. 

They are the most brand-focused out of the three companies. They have always relied on 

emotional advertisements to promote their brand. Because they are so, brand-focused they 

have to have the talent within the company to be able to create emotional advertisements. 

Company A is going through a lot of change. They used to position themselves as the 

cheapest option, so to make a profit, they had to sell a lot of items. To do so, they only 

used rational advertisements that were meant to bring in business right away. As Binet’s 

and Fields analysis has shown us rational advertisements work best in getting people that 

are close to buying to choose your brand. The problem with Company A’s previous 

strategy is that it negates people that are not looking to purchase from you today. They 

will ignore your advertisements, so the effects of the ad in building brand awareness are 

minimal. If company A had balanced their content a little bit better, they would have 
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made future sales a little bit easier (Biglione, 2018). Company A is doing the right thing 

by introducing TV and radio ads into their media mix. Their goal of increasing margin by 

moving the position of the brand from low price to excellent service will require them to 

use more emotional content. Emotional ads are much better than rational ads at impacting 

long term effects like pricing.  

 

All three companies seem to have a good understanding of what kind of content to use 

for brand-building and for sales activations. For brand-building, they use the help of 

agencies to create emotional, creative content. Even though the emotional advertisements 

say less about the qualities of the product, they do much better when it comes to building 

up the brand awareness, image and differentiation for the companies. Because emotional 

advertisements are processed using system one, the impact of the ad will last much longer. 

That is why emotional advertising works so well for brand-building. For sales activations, 

the companies all use rational content where the benefits and price of the products are 

displayed. Because the companies are trying to increase their short-term sales with these 

advertisements going with rational advertisements is the right decision. The companies 

are trying to appeal to customers that are in the market for their products. Research has 

shown that rational advertising outperforms emotional advertisements when it comes to 

short term effects. 

 

 

Targeting 

All three companies use targeting but are aware of what can happen if you target too 

much.  

Michael, Kevin and Jim all seem to have similar views on targeting as Shann Bigilione. 

Shann talked about circumstances where companies should use targeting. In his opinion 

companies should try to reach everybody in the market and not focus on a particular 

segment. All three companies follow this approach. They all have significant market 

share, so they are not only focusing on a single segment of the market. Shann talks about 

limited budget as a reason why companies should use targeting. Company B competes in 

two different markets. The Icelandic market and the international market. Company B has 

a significant market share in Iceland, and they try to talk to everybody in the market 

because they have the budget to do so. When they advertise abroad, they have to be a 

little bit more strategic with their money. They can not speak to everybody in the market, 
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so they have identified specific segments that they target. As their sales abroad grow and 

the company gets bigger, they plan on trying to reach a broader audience, but for now, 

they have to really limit their reach because of budget restraints. 

 

Company C only competes in Iceland. They try to focus on the whole market. A couple 

of years ago, they noticed that they were not doing particularly well with women at a 

certain age. Since then, they have made sure that they always have especially good reach 

with that demographic. This is also something that Biglione talked about. If you see caps 

in your customer distribution, you should target those customers to try and fix this. 

Biglione also mentioned that it could be profitable for companies to try and target 

customers that are more likely to buy. Binet’s and Field research also show that this may 

be the most profitable way.  

You should focus on everybody in the market with your brand-building content, but when 

it comes to sales activations, you should focus on customers that are more likely to buy. 

Of the three companies, company B is the only one that uses different targeting when it 

comes to brand-building and sales activations. They mostly focus on brand-building, but 

when customers have shown interest in them, then they use targeted rational 

advertisements. Toby seemed to disagree with this approach. He is a firm believer in the 

STP framework. He believes that companies must decide who their target audience is and 

focus on that segment. He thinks that companies should focus on that segment both in 

brand-building and sales activations. Both company A and C said that because they have 

such big market share and their product range is so varied, they do not think it is possible 

for them to target their sales activation. They go for the whole market both in brand-

building and sales activations. 

 

 

Marketing metrics 

In Toby's experience, it is common for companies not to have the right balance between 

short- and long-term metrics. He says that most companies are way too focused on short 

term sales and that has hindered many companies in creating strong brands. There he is 

describing what Binet and Field call short-termism. According to Michael, Kevin and 

Jim, this does not apply to their companies. They all try to have a good balance between 

long-term and short-term metrics.  
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Michael admitted that they had been too short-sighted in how they measured success. 

They would stop certain advertisements if they did not see any increase in sales. But with 

the company getting more brand-focused new metrics have been introduced. Company A 

has added metrics that measure the quality of their service. Michael says that if the 

company is going to try and position themselves as a service-oriented brand, they have to 

be able to back it up. The change has to start within the company first before they begin 

to advertise it.  

Michael mentioned that the goal for the company was to go for a 50:50 split of brand-

building versus sales activations but that it would take some time. Focusing on sales was 

in the company's DNA all their metrics were sales oriented. Moving to focus more on the 

brand requires the company to introduce a lot of new metrics which takes time. The 

company wants to position itself as a more service-oriented brand. For this new change 

in brand position to be successful, it is not good enough to just advertise it. The company 

has to change how they see and value good service. To be able to deliver on their new 

position, they have to have metrics in plays that measure their level of service. Introducing 

new metrics is just one thing out many that Company A has to change within the company 

to make their change of positioning successful. 

 

 

Sales promotions 

Toby thinks that the long-term effects of sales promotions are limited and that doing too 

many sales promotions can hurt the brand in the long run. Jim, Michael and Kevin all 

seem to agree with Toby. There is though a clear difference in how Company B looks at 

sales promotions and how Company A and C look at them. Company A and B are both 

retailers. They are aware of the dangers of sales promotions and try to use them 

moderately. Both companies compete on price. In their mind sales promotions will not 

hurt the brand if used cautiously. Company B, on the other hand, has spent a lot of time 

building their brand. Kevin said that they would never compete on price. They could 

lower the quality of the material that they use to lower the price, but they do not believe 

that that will bring them long term success. In their mind having a strong brand that 

customers are willing to pay for is the most profitable way. They try to avoid having 

anything on discount in their stores because they are afraid that it will cheapen the brand. 

They do, however, have a sales market where they sell older products at a discount. They 

do this, so they do not have to throw clothes away. They believe that in the long term, this 
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will strengthen the brand rather than weakening it. They must make sure that the message 

of how they are not willing to throw clothes away reaches the customer. If the customer 

does not know it, the sales market might be damaging the brand. 

 

 

6.Conclusion 

The purpose of this research was to find out how companies approach sales activations 

and brand-building campaigns. What are successful companies doing right and how can 

other companies learn from them. With the looming recession hanging over the market 

where many companies will most likely focus their marketing activities on increasing 

short -term sales spreading awareness about the importance of brand-building is very 

important. Previous researches have shown that there is a negative trend in the 

effectiveness of marketing campaigns. Companies are moving budget from brand-

building campaigns over to sales activations. The main reasons are that marketers are not 

using short- and long-term metrics to measure the success of their campaigns. They focus 

too much on short terms sales. And because brand-building is more correlated with long-

term sales, marketers are underestimating its importance. Another reason is the activation 

capabilities that online channels have to offer. Marketers are mostly using the new 

technology for activations and not for building up their brands. 

This has caused companies to stray away from the perfect balance between brand-

building and sales activations.   

The goal of this thesis was to build on previous research and possibly find other reasons 

why companies are moving away from brand-building. By interviewing four experts from 

the field of marketing in Iceland, the hope was that they might shed some new light on 

this issue of lowering effectiveness. But the focus of the study was not just about the 

balance between sales activations and brand-building. It was also about finding out how 

companies create their advertising content, how companies use targeting. How they do 

their media buying and how they measure success. By looking at all aspects of the 

advertising process from creating the ad to measuring its success, the hope was to identify 

what successful companies are doing right and if there were some common troubles that 

the companies were running into. 
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The research question for this thesis was 

How do companies approach sales activations and brand-building campaigns? 

To help answer the research question, the following sub research question was formed. 

Are companies tracking how much of their advertising budget is spent on sales activation 

and brand-building?  To answer the research questions, a qualitative and quantitative 

study was conducted. In the analysis of the results from those studies, five themes 

emerged.  

The first theme was balancing brand-building and sales activations. 

The results showed that all three companies were aware of the importance of having the 

right balance. Two of interviewees said that their companies had previously been too 

short-sighted and mostly focused on short term sales. This is what previous research has 

named short-termism. What both companies had in common was that the switch from 

being to focus on sales onto a more balanced view came when new employees started to 

work at the companies. They had been too focused on sales simply because they did not 

know any better. The main goal for companies is to increase profits. If people do not 

know how valuable a strong brand can be, it is quite understandable that their focus would 

be on short-term sales. The results from the qualitative study tell a similar story. When it 

comes to the 60:40 split only 30% of the participants thought that their company should 

be spending 60% of their advertising budget on brand-building. It seems like a lack of 

awareness of what the right balance should be is a big problem. 

The answer to the sub-research question is that 57% of companies are measuring how 

much they are spending on brand-building and sales activations. That means that around 

43% of companies do not measure how much they spend on each. 

Deviating from the ideal split of 60:40 can have big effects on the effectiveness of 

advertising campaigns. It is very unlikely that companies that are not measuring their 

expenditure end up with the 60:40 split. For an overall increase in effectiveness, it is 

important that more companies start to measure their expenditure and that the awareness 

of the 60:40 rule increases. 

 

The second theme was Content creation. All three companies seem to be following a 

similar formula. They create all the sales activation content in-hose and hire an agency to 

create the brand-building content. According to marketing literature and previous 

research, this is the most successful way. Create simple rational advertising for your sales 
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activations but use creative, emotional content for brand-building. As the emotional, 

creative content is harder to create hiring an agency that specialises in coming up with 

creative ideas is the way to go.   

 

The third theme was targeting. Marketers do not all agree on how companies should use 

targeting. There is a debate between two sites. One site is for segmenting and targeting 

and the other for mass marketing (Biglione, 2018). Tobias leans more towards the side 

for segmenting and targeting, but the three companies all seem to be somewhere in the 

middle of this debate. These are all big companies in their market with big market shares. 

They have found that targeting to narrow is not helpful to them. They only apply targeting 

when they have to, and it makes sense. P&G is taking a similar approach. Because off 

their size, they do not need to target they try to reach everybody in the market. 

 

The fourth theme was marketing metrics. The three companies all have a well-balanced 

portfolio of metrics. The two companies that were previously too focused on sales told a 

similar story. When they started to increase their brand-building, they had to adopt a more 

balanced approach to measuring success. That has been a big part of their journey towards 

more balance between sales activations and brand-building. 

 

The fifth theme was sales promotions. What was interesting to see was the difference in 

how the retail companies that sell hundreds of brands and the company that only sell their 

own brand view sales promotions. Though all the participants were aware of the damage 

that to many sales promotions can do to your brand, it was clear that the company who 

only sells their brand was much more concerned about the damages that sales promotions 

could bring. 

 

Limitations  

The limitations of this study are mostly related to the choice of participants. Out of the 4 

participants, 3 of them work as CMOs for big companies. They were chosen because the 

interviewer knew that they were very knowledgeable about the subject. These participants 

were great for gaining insights on how successful companies operate. But talking only to 

successful companies might not have been the best way to identify possible mistakes that 

companies are making. Having a more diversified group of interviewees might have been 

more informative. For the quantitative study convenience sampling was used to find 
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participants. This means that the result cannot be used to generalize about other 

companies in Iceland. Because of how hard it was to find possible candidates, the number 

of participants was also to low. In question 2 in the quantitative study participant were 

asked how much they thought their company was spending on brand-building and sales 

activations. There can, of course, be some difference between what people think and what 

the actual number is. In the literature review, a lot of Les Binet and Peter Fields work is 

referenced. Though they are the leading experts in this field, it would have been better to 

have access to more research on the subject. 

 

Future studies 

When Jim was asked about if he knew how much the company spends on brand-building 

and sales activations, he answered that he did not have a precise number, but the company 

probably owned enough data to find out. They own the data but are not using it. It could 

be when they start to analyse the data that finding out precisely how much they are 

spending on each could be tricky. In the interview with Michael, he raised some 

interesting points about how hard it is to measure precisely what the true balance is. 

 Could it be that that is the case for some of the companies that said they measured how 

much was spent on each? They think they have all the data they need but are not using it. 

Because measuring the balance precisely can be hard, many marketers probably rely on 

their gut feeling. It would be interesting to work with companies to identify problems and 

possible solutions that arise when companies are trying to measure the balance between 

brand-building and sales activations.   
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Appendix 

Apendix 1, questions for interviews 

 

 

  

1. Branding vs sales activations 
o Eru þið með einherjar auglýsingar sem eru sérstaklega hugsaðar til að kynna 

brandið? 
o Hvað viljið þið fá út úr þeim 
o Eru þið meðvitað að balanca-brandbuilding herfðum og sales activations 

herferðum 
▪ Mæli þið muninn á því hversu mikið þið setjið í brand vs sölu 

o Hversu mikið heldur þú að fara í brand-bulding vs sales activations 
o Kannastu við 60/40 regluna 

▪ Vinnið þið eftir henni? 
o Nú eru þið ekki bara að selja vörumerkið Byko heldur einnig mörg önnur 

vörumerki eru flækjur sem koma með því? 
 

2. Emotional vs rational quality, value, performance or good pricing.  

• Hvernig fer framleiðsla á auglýsingum fram há ykkur eru þið að vinna með 
stofu? 

•  Er einhver munur á hvernig content þið notið í brand building herferðir og sölu 
drifnar herferðir, er munur á ferlinu? 

 

3. Mælikvarðar 

• Hvernig mæli þið árangur markaðsherferða 

• Hvaða mælikvarða notið þið (sala,market share, ) 

• Yfir hversu langt tímabil? 

• Eru þið með eitthvað brand tracking í gangi, hvernig fer það fram.  

• Eru þið að reikna return on marketing investment? Galli á return on investment 
ert ekki að taka inn í reikninginn hagnaðinn af því investa í future customers 

 

4. Targeting 

• Þegar kemur að stp eru þið með eitthvað sérstakt positioning (annað en gæði 
og verð)? 

• Hver er ykkar sýn á targeting hvenær notið þið það og hvernig segmentið þið 
markaðinn til að vita hverja á að targeta? 

• Hvort horfið þið meira á penetration reyna að selja fleirum eða á loyalty? 

• Fókusið þið mikið á reach þegar kemur að media buying 
5. Útsölur 

• Notist þið mikið við útsölur 

• Afhverju gerið þið það 

• Hafið þið áhyggjur af því hvort það skaði brandið? 

• Setjið þið pressu á þau brönd sem þið seljið að lækka verð 

 
 
 
 
 

Apendix 2, transcript for interview 1 
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Viðtal 1: 
Interviewer: Til að byrja með eru þið að keyra á einhverjar auglýsingar sem eru 
sérstaklega hugsaðar til að kynna brandið. Þá bara elko. 
 
Interviewee: Já, sko svona já og nei. Við höfum aðeins verið að auka það að hætta 
þessu product pushi, og tilboðadæmi. Við höfum verið með auglýsinga sem eru meira 
þjónustumiðaðar sem er kjarninn í brandinu okkar. En við höfum ekki verið að keyra á 
neinar herferðir sem eru bara svona pura ekkert nema tilfinningin. En það er yfirleitt 
svona 30 daga skilaréttur, svona eitt attributa á bakvið það. Mér finnst það 100% vera 
bara brandbuilding herferð. Það er ekki einhver vara sem við erum að reyna að pusha.  
 
Interviewer: Þegar þið eruð að keyra á brand building herferð, hvað er það sem þið 
viljið fá út úr þessu. Eru þetta staðfærsla á vörumerkinu? Eins og þú talaðir um 
þjónustuna. 
 
Interviewee: já það er nákvæmlega svoleiðis. Það er þessi staðfærsla, svo er þetta 
aðeins verið að leika sér með sem kannski vantaði aðeins meira. Að skilgreina aðeins 
nánar fyrir hvað við stöndum. Er einhver higher purpose sem við getum tengt okkur við. 
Eins og eina dæmið sem maður tekur. Eins og krónan hefur gert með 
umhverfisverndunina og minnkun á plasti og svona að þú getir,taka einhvern slag og 
hjálpa viðskiptavininum sem er að taka þann slag að gera það í gegnum okkur 
 
Interviewer: þið hafið verið með þarna það að fólk geti komið og skilað gömlum 
raftækjum og ég tók eftir því eftir síðustu jól þar sem þið lengduð skilafrestinn eða 
eitthvað svoleiðis 
 
Interviewee: já einmitt við höfum einnig verið að gera svona eins og í covidinu vorum 
við svona mjög gjafmild á alla skilmálana 
 
Interviewer: okei þannig það er hægt að segja að þið séuð mun meira söludrifin heldur 
en brand focused 
 
Interviewee: ég myndi segja að við höfum verið það. Ég held að núna séum við orðin 
miklu meira brand focused.  
 
Interviewer: var það einhver meðvituð ákvörðun sem þið tókuð 
 
Interviewee: já 
 
Interviewer: hvenær tókuð þið þá ákvörðun 
 
Interviewee: hún er búin að vera að gerjast núna í 2-3 ár. Síðan ég byrjaði þá langaði 
mig auðvitað að fara að gera einhverjar breytingar og gat það ekkert strax. En svo var 
farið í stefnumótun og stefnan var formlega sammþykkt og kynnt fyrir starfsfólkinu í 
nóvember 2019 að í byrjun árs 2020 yrði farið í fulla innleiðingu. Og við höfum verið að 
innleiða þessa stefnu núna.  
 
Interviewer: þannig að þið voruð mjög heavy á sölu gerir þú þér grein fyrir núna hver 
hlutfallið er? 
 
Interviewee: nei það er rosa erfitt sko, þú veist ég veit alveg eftir því hverju þú ert að 
fiska. Maður er alltaf að pæla í þessu 60/40 spliti. The long and short of it. En mér 
finnst, það er rosalega erfitt að mæla þetta. Hvað ætlar þú að mæla, ætlar þú að mæla 
krónurnar. Eða ætlar þú að mæla áreitið. Ætlar þú að hafa blaðið með í þessu eða ekki. 
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Mér finnst mjög erftitt að nefna tölu. Við hentum upp einhverju segli sem áður fyrir var 
bara vörur en er núna þjónusta. Hvaða verð ætlar þú að setja á það. En fókusinn okkar 
er að fara á allavega 50/50.  
 
Interviewer: Næsta spurningin mín var hvort þú kannaðist við 60/40 regluna. Sem þú 
greinilega gerir. Var það kveikjan að þessum hugsunum hjá þér? 
 
Interviewee: Nei nei það má segja að það hafi hjálpað sölu pitchinu.  
 
Interviewer: Gerir þetta einhvernveginn skiljanlegar 
 
Interviewee: annað því ég er að tala við þig og aðra sem eru meiri retailers svo er ég 
líka að tala við fyriræki sem eru bara með 1 brand, og eru bara að selja það. Að því að 
nú eruð þið x en þið eruð ekki beint að selja x vörur. Þið eruð að selja helling af öðrum 
bröndum. Eru einhverjar flækjur sem koma þarna upp.  
 
Interviewer: já, það eru nefnilega gríðalega miklar flækjur. Og við erum að byrja að 
finna fyrir því sérstaklega núna. Því við erum að færa svo mikið af budgetinu yfir í 
einhver svona neutral brand skilaboð hálfpartinn. Að því að við fáum svo mikinn 
markaðsstuðning frá birgjunum. Og þeir nátturulega vilja að við séum að taka 
markaðsstuðninginn og auglýsa hérna vörumerkin sín. Og við höfum verið að gera ráð 
fyrir þessum peningum. Og svo höfum við reyndar eða ég segi það ekki, við höfum ekki 
verið að nýta þetta eins og við höfum verið að gera. Þannig að það koma inn nýjar 
leiðir. Við erum ekki lengur að rukka x mikið fyrir forsíðuna á elko blaðinu, að því að við 
notum það kannski frekar í okkur. Eða baksíðuna eða eitthvað. En við erum í staðinn 
farin að pusha ákveðnum bröndum í leitarvélinni á síðunni okkar. Þannig þetta breytist 
svona áherslurnar. Þetta verður meira subtle.Staðsetningar í leitarvélinni á 
heimasíðunni, eitthvað sem við vorum ekki að gera áður, ætlar þú að taka það inn í 
skiptinguna á þessu 60/4 sko.   
 
Interviewee: já einmitt, þetta er flókið sko. Ég hef nefnilega verið að lesa þetta og ég á 
mjög erfitt með að sjá að fyrirtæki geti alveg séð nákvæmlega ég held að þetta verði 
alltaf meiri svona fýlingur. En heldur þú að áður en þið tókuð þessa ákvörðun um að 
pussha meira brandið var einhver umræða innan fyrirtækisins um að að því að þið eruð 
ekki að selja Elko þá þyrftuð þið í raun ekki að vera að pusha elko brandinu.  
 
Interviewer: Nei nei það var í rauninni bara gert öðruvísi. Því var pushað í gegnum 
verðin. Einfallega lægra verð. Og auðvitað var alltaf ákveðinn fókus á þetta lægsta 
verðið. Það er bara brandið. Það stóð fyrir það. Þannig það var alltaf partur af mixinu á 
sinn hátt. Það var bara í gegnum eitthvað tagline. Svo ertu kannski með einhverja 
helsíðu auglýsingu sem er bara pura vöru psuh en þú endar alltaf með alltaf með lægra 
verð og þú sérð brandið. Heilsíðan kostar 300 kall hvað ætlar þú að segja að mikið af 
þessu hafi verið brandbuilding og mikið product push. Brand building er alltaf inn í 
þessu öllu.  
 
Interviewee: og ég hef verið að lesa mig til um og það besta sem þú getur gert er ef þú 
getur einhvernveginn gert bæði í einu. Nákvæmlega það sem þú ert að tala um þarna. 
Það er bara win win.  
 
Interviewer: Hvernig er framleiðslan á auglýsingunum hjá ykkur. Hvernig er það ferli. 
Eru þið að vinna með stofu eða. Við höfum verið að gera það 100% inhouse hjá okkur. 
Að því að við vorum bara í þessu product pushi. Og það var mjög auðvelt við eigum 
bara tamplate. Sem við fengum að utan og við hentum bara inn vöru og verði og 
neglum því út en nú höfum við verið með sjónvarps og útvarpsauglýsingar og herferðir 
sem eru miklu meira svona brand based. Eins og bara fermingarherferðin þar sem 
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kemur ekki bara fram bara ein vara heldur bara til að staðsetja okkur sem 
skemmtilegan stað fyrir fermingargjafir. Og semjum sögu, það er 40 sek auglýsing sem 
og það fór t.d. Í gegnum stofu. Þannig við höfum verið að vinna með stofum miklu 
meira en við höfum verið að gera. Við höfum verið að pikka þær út í ákveðin verkefni.  
 
Interviewee: ég hef verið að lesa mig aðeins til um muninn á auglýsingacontenti og það 
eru svona rational auglýsingar sem mér heyrist þið hafa verið rosalega mikið í, gæði 
vörunnar og allt það og þetta emotional dót og mér heyrist þetta vera þannig hjá ykkur 
þegar þið farið með svona emotional dót þegar þið farið með brandið þá eruð þið að 
leita ykkur hjálpar frá stofum.  
 
Interviewer: já 
 
Interviewee:Mælikvarðar, hvernig þið eruð að mæla árangur á herferðum. Getur þú 
aðeins talað um hvaða mælikvarða þið notið.  
 
Interviewer: Við höfum ekki nægilega mikið verið að fara í svona herferðar mælingar 
enda erum við ekki í þessum stóru herferðum. Við erum ekki að fara í eitthvað 3 mánað 
batterí bara til að ná inn þessum punkti. En við höfum verið að framkvæma spurningar 
kannanir og við létum semsagt gera stóra svona 360 gráðu review á upplifunina af 
brandinu í fyrra og erum að fara í aðra núna í lok ágúst. Og þá viljum við reyna að sjá 
hvort við höfum náð að færa þessa staðfærslu úr verðinu yfir í þjónustu.  
 
Interviewee: eru þið eitthvað að horfa í return on marketing investment 
 
Interviewer: í þessu tilfelli er það meira bara brand perseption. Það er í rauninni þessi 
herferð sem við erum í núna. Ég er ekki búinn að segja góðan daginn við konuna mína 
fyrr en ég er búinn að opna söluskýrsluna og kíkja á hvernig hún lítur út. En mér finnst 
það ekki vera. Í stóra samhenginu þá endar þetta alltaf þar og ástæðan fyrir því að við 
erum í þessu er að þessi staðfærsla um að vera ódýrust á markaðnum er ekki 
sustainable. Þú ferð á hausinn á því. Hvað erum við að horfa á. Við erum auðvitað að 
horfa á bottom line, við erum að reyna að ná upp framleiðni aftur. En við settjum okkur 
samt svona lykilmælikvarða í leiðinni þannig að eitt af því er fyrir hvað stöndum við í 
huga viðskiptavina annað er t.d. Hvert er hlutfall af þjónustusölunni vs vörusölunni. Það 
er t.d. Einn mælikvarði. Við erum að reyna að selja meiri þjónustur. Og já þú veist það 
er smá erfitt að svara þessu. Við erum að mæla ógeðslega mikið og við horfum á þetta 
bara sem heilt net af mælingum það er ekki einhverjir 1-2 lykilmælikvarðar sem við 
horfum á 
 
Interviewee: Þeir sem eiga það til að horfa rosalega mikið í sölu þeir eiga það til að 
undervalua brand building sem taka lengri tíma. Þannig þið eruð alveg meðvituð um, 
eru þið snögg að taka eitthvað úr loftinu ef það er ekki að ksil árangri strax.  
 

Interviewer: Það hefur verið þannig, við erum að færa okkur úr því. Það er partur af 
innleiðingunni á þessari stefnu er að við erum að hætta því. Sem dæmi sko þá erum 
við að breyta öllu bónuskerfi hjá öllum starfsmönnunum þannig það hætti að taka 
eingöngu mið af sölu sem það hefur alltaf verið sko. Núnar er komið inn í Bónuskerfið 
hérna ánægjumælingar viðskiptavina. Happy or not. Og ákveðnir lykilmælikvarðar á 
hvað starfsmenn eru að gera. Við höfum ásýnd verslunar og tékklista og svona og 
leyniheimsóknir. Sem áður var bara 100% sala og framlegð. 
 
Interviewee: aðeins talandi umm þetta positioning þú segir að þið hafið verið mög verð 
fókused og þið séuð að færa ykkur meira yfir í þjónustuna. Er þetta eitthvað dýpra eru 
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einhverjir fleiri snertipunktar á þessu heldur en bara að færa sig meira yfir í þjónustu. Er 
eitthvað annað sem þið ætlið að standa fyrir.  
 
Interviewee: Umm já og nei. Þegr ég segi þjónustu þá er það rosa vítt. Við viljum í 
rauninni vera númer eitt í preference og við viljum vera það á það háu leveli að þú ert 
tilbúinn að borga einhver premium fyrir að versla hjá okkur. Við getum ekkert kept við 
einhvern lítinn hákarl sem flytur inn eitthvað af ali express og selur það úr bílskúrnum 
sínum og selur það í gegnum netverslun og keyrir það heim til þín eftir klukkutíma. 
Rukkar ekkert fyrir það. Við erum ekkert að fara að keppa við það. Við erum að sjá það 
að barrier to entry er orðinn svo lítill að þú getur komið inn og boðið þessa tölvu 
ógeðslega lágt eða þessa snúru eða þessa ryksugu. Og það eru að spretta upp micro 
verslanir sem hafa bara alla canela til að auglýsa sig sambærilegt og við kannski ekki á 
sama skala. Þannig það að ætla að ná kúnnanum á lægsta levelinu er bara ekki að 
ganga þannig við viljum vera númer eitt í preference. Og það er í rauninni þjónustan hjá 
okkur en við erum í rauninni svona þjónustan hjá okkur en við erum auðvitað búinn að 
njörva það niður hjá okkur í mismunandi þætti. Það er eftirkaupaþjónustan og það er 
upplifunin við að koma í verslun til okkar við erumað gera alls konar skemmtilegt þar. 
Það eru alls konar mál í kringum eftirkaupaþjónustuna okkar, viðgerðir og skilafrestir. 
Þannig að þjónustan er svona reghlífarhugtak fyrir alla þessa mismunandi þætti. En ég 
er líka mikið búinn að vera að agítera fyrir því að við verðum að finna okkur einhver 
higher purpose, þetta eru allt svona rational hlutir. Svo er þetta umfram, hvaða stað 
getum við átt í hjartanu á fólki sem skiptir það það miklu máli að meira segja rational 
hlutinn gerir það ekki. Og þar eigum við eftir að finna okkar hillu.  
 
Interviewee: og ég geri þá ráð fyrir því að það þurfi eitthvað flott auglýsingaefni þegar 
það er keyrt úr höfn.  
 
Interviewee: já það kemur en þetta þarf að koma innan frá fyrst.  
 
Interviewee: u targeting er það eitthvað sem þið vinnið eftir eru þið eitthvað að vinna 
eftir þessu gamla stp formatti? 
 
Interviewee: einhverju leyti já, við gerum það náttúrulega miklu meira á netinu, 
sérstaklega á facebook, þar erum við að leika okkur með svona super hyper targeting 
að geta skotið inn auglýsingum á hina og þessa hópa. En ég er þeirrar skoðunar að 
fyrirtæki sem er að þjúnusta 70-80% þjóðarinnar á árinu og er top of mind hjá 80% 
þjóðarinnar, með ofboðslega breytt vöruframboð, að það eigi að vera að keyra á mass 
marketing. Ég á ekki hund en ég veit að Petegree hlýtur að vera besta hundafóðrið því 
það er búið að bombarda mig með þessum auglýsingum síðustu 20 árin. Þannig að ef 
ég kaupi mér hund þá mun ég potttþétt kaupa mér petegree. Ég fer fram og til baka, 
bakgrunnur minn er úr stafrænni markaðssetningu og ég veit alveg hvað er hægt að 
gera og það er hægt að sýna fram á ógeðslega flottar tölur. Þú targetaðir þennan hóp 
alveg í drasl og þú fékkst þetta return on investment. Enn mér finnst að maður eigi að 
vera að horfa á þetta á 10 ára skala og hverju skilaði þetta á þessum 10 árum. Ég var 
að vinna hjá fyrirtæki sem var að reyna að selja ferðamönnum planning software fyrir 
ísland og þú þurftir að reyna að ná þeim. Þegar þeir voru að byrja að plana ferð en 
áður en þeir bókuðu nokkurn skapaðan hlut.  
 
Interviewer: það er narrow gluggi 
 
Interviewer: já það er mjög narrow gluggi 
 
Interviewer: já startup með mjög takmarkað fé, hefur engan option annan en að nýta 
tæknina í að fara og targeta þennan kúnna núna 
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Interviewer:það er einmitt góður punktur þegar þú ert með takmarkað budget þá 
neyðist þú til að gera þetta til að byrja með en hættulegt að festast þar og svo finnst 
mér einmitt áhugaavert sérstaklega fyrir ykkur að því að þið eruð það stórir. Því fræðin 
segja að þegar þið eruð að byggja upp brandið þá er farið mjög broad en þegar farið er 
í sölu þá er targetað en mér finnst líka fyrir ykkur þegar þið eruð að selja eitthvað 
rosalegt targeting þar finnst mér ekki meika rosa mikið sense annað en bara eitthvað 
rakvélar karlmenn eitthvað rosalega augljóst.  
 

Interviewee: einmitt ég pæli líka bara oft í þessu hver er munurinn á okkur sem retailer í 
þessum fræðum. Það eru retailers sem eru flokkuð undir luxory brands eins og louis 
vuitton. Sem byggir allt sitt á því að byggja upp brandið en fer í eina og eina herferð þar 
sem þú færð einhvern kaupauka með einhverju louis vuitton veski eða eitthvað. Við 
erum bara ekki í sama leik. Og þessi skil á milli branding auglýsinga og rational eru 
óljósari hjá okkur heldur en h´ja vörumerkjum sem standa rosalega sterkt með fáar 
vörur.  
 
Interviewer: ég hef heyrt þið tala um það að reach sé mjög mikilvægt fyrir ykkur þar 
sem þið eruð að selja til yfir 70% af íslendingum 
 
Interviewee: já 
 
Interviewer: til að klára þetta þá langar mig aðeins til að fara í útsölur. Það er eitthvað 
sem þið eigið til að nota er það ekki. Hefur þú áhyggjur af því að það skaði brandið? 
 
Interviewee: já já þetta er auðvitað ákveðið jafnvægi. Þegar við stóðum fyrir það að 
vera með einfaldlega lægra verð og fara í blackfriday bombur þá var það að styrkja 
brandið. Sérstaklega ef þú selur það rétt. Þú segir alla söguna í kringum þetta. Þú 
verður líka að passa að þetta detta ekki í einhver er nú framleiðin. Öll áfangakeðjan er 
með í þessu. Samsung í kóreu eru byrjuð að plana hvaða tilboð þau láta retailerana fá 
fyrir black friday. Þannig við erum að fá brjáluð innkaupsverð á þessum vörum. Þá 
getur þetta bara styrkt brandið þitt. En ég persónulega geri greinamun á útsölu og 
tilboðsdögum. Útsala þar sem þú er með mjög breitt úrval og ert að losa út birgðir. Það 
er bara tæki sem fyrirtæki nota til að leiðrétta innkaupamistök. Þú átt bara alltof mikið af 
þessari vöru eða það voru gerð misstök í samningum og þetta endar með því að þetta 
fer bara allt á útsölu því þú þarft bara að losa birgðirnar og peninginn til að kaupa inn 
fyrir næsta season. Útsölur eru aðeins annars eðlis og mér finns vanta að communicat-
a þetta út á markaðinn. ‘Utsalann er bara fyrir fyritækið til að losa um og sækja pening 
og gera upp mistökin sín. En svo förum við í kæliog frystidaga sem eru tilboð en ekki 
útsölur nýrri og ferskari vara ég er á því að það sé erfitt og það skaði brandið til lengdar 
og skapi fullt af vandamálum.   
 
Interviewer: þetta er líka kannski aðeins öðruvísi fyrir ykku útsala sem slík skaðar 
kannski ekki ykkur en ef það er einhver  vara sem er alltaf á tilboði þá getur það skaðað 
það brand frekar. 
 
Interviewee: einmitt og bröndin eru viðkvæm fyrir því 
 
Interviewer: þetta kemur þá kannski oft bara frá bröndunum þarna úti: Þeir gefa ykkur 
ákveðið svigrúm. 
 

Interviewee:og menn eru farnir að grípa slaginn. Blackfriday kemur þarna rétt fyrir jólin 
og stóru bröndin nota þetta til að fokka í hinum bröndunum. Playstation er kannski með 
sturlað tilboð á playstation bara til að hamra því út á markaðinn til að eyðileggja einhver 
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plön fyrir Switch. Þetta er orðið það stórt að við tökum bara við tilboðunum og mokum 
þeim út.  
 

Interviewer:pressan kemur ekki frá ykkur? 
 

Interviewee: jú jú hún gerir það líka ég er bara að segja að þetta er blandað. Við erum 
líka að taka upp símann við okkar fólk. Og segja bara ætlið þið í alvörunni ekki að vera 
með einhver alvöru tilboð. Ætlið þið að láta þessa taka alla jólasöluna.  
 

 

Apendix 3, transcript for interview 2 

Viðtal 2 
Interviewer: eru þið að keyra á einhverjar herferðir sem eru aðalega hugsaðar til að 
kynna brandið? 
 
Interviewee: já sko það er í rauninni við horfum oft á þetta í svona funnel. Það er hérna 
útá við þá erum við rosa mikið í brand awereness herferðum. Eins og t.d. 
Umferðaskiltum, strætóskýlum, í rauninni líka á samfélagsmiðlum, við erum meira að 
kynna okkur sem, og okkar staðfærslu, hver okkar heimur er, hver karakterinn er, síðan 
þegar við förum neðar í funnelinn bara sem dæmi þá er oft auðvellt að tala um þennan 
funnel t.d. Bara í vefauglýsingum. Þá byrjum við bara dálítið almennt sem 
brandawereness svo þegar fólk er búið að sýna okkur áhuga í gegnum mismunandi 
snertifleti búinn kannski að skoða vörur og fleira, þá förum við að vera meira direct 
hvað varðar sölu og sölumiðlun. Og hérna eins og t.d. Ef við horfum bara á heilt yfir ef 
við tækjum saman auglýsingarnar okkar á Íslandi þá erum við alls ekki oft með 
vörumynd og verð. Það er ekki nema að við séum að fara í ákveðnar herferðir þar sem 
þetta snýst um að við séum að kynna vöru yfir x daga tímabili heilt yfir erum við 
rosalega mikið að byggja þetta á almennri vörumerkjavitund. Bygja upp okkar ýmind of 
fyrir hvað við stöndum.  
 
Interviewer: þannig þið eruð mun meira brand fokused nema þá bara þarna í 
botninum.  
 
Interviewee:já 
 
Interviewer: eru þið með einhverja tölu hvernig þið eruð að splitta brand vs sala 
 
Interviewee:hvernig budgetið okkar skiptis niður, ég er ekki með það svona top of mind, 
akkurat núna en ég gæti slumpað eitthvað en svo eins og ég segi þá er þetta svo 
mismunandi milli miðla, við sendum út vikulega markpóst, tölvupóst og það er rosalega 
targetað. Söludrifið. Þar erum við bara með vöru, við erum með tugi þúsunda á 
póstlista. Við veljum leiðina út frá miðlinum. Eins og ég segi við erum núna með stóra 
skiltið á Hamraborg og erum með strætóskýlin reglulega. Það er ekki okkar leið að ætla 
að fara að henda verðum og vörumyndum og ætla að vera með direct söluskilaboð þar. 
Þar viljum við bara byggja upp ýmind vörumerkisins.  
 
Interviewer:þannig þið notið musmunandi miðla, þannig skiptið þið þessu 
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Interviewee:við getum verið meira direct á vefmiðlum og við höfum kosið að fara þá leið 
eins og t.d. Með heilsíður í blöðum og tímaritum og slíku að þar erum við í 
brandbuilding.  
 
Interviewer: hvernig tæklið þið túristana, eru ekki færri tækifæri fyrir brandbuilding 
gagnvart þeim? 
 
Interviewee: málið með það að við horfum einmitt á það að það er eiginlega enn 
mikilvægara að gagnvart fólki sem er að sjá okkur í stuttan tíma og kannski í fyrsta 
skiptið að það upplifi vörumerkið okkar með réttum hætti heldur en að fara í 
skammtíma ákvarðanir um að ná inn sölunni bara til að ná inn sölunni en ekki horfa á 
viðskiptavininn semsagt stofna til  framtíðar viðskitpta við þennan viðskiptavin. Við 
viljum að þeir sem komi til íslands fljúgi frá íslandi og haldi áfram að versla við okkur í 
gegnum vefverslunina og segi sínu fólki frá okkur við viljum ekki horfa á þetta þannig 
að fólk fljúgi bara hingað inn og við bjóðum viðkoomandi 30% afslátt og frían t-shirt og 
allt saman og við segjum bara bless við hann. Við viljum að þetta sé okkar ein svona 
aðal customer aqcusitionvettvangur.  
 
Interviewer:hugsið þið eitthvað með túristann nú lenda þeir náttúrulega á 
keflavíkurflugvelli er eitthvað stórt brandbuilding þar og svo meiri sala mögulega 
innanlands?  
 
Interviewee: í rauninni er það þannig að um borð í icelandair þá erum við með vöruru í 
boði og auglýsingu svo þegar fólk lendir þá erum við með í aðallandganginum þar sem 
bratar og bandaríkjamenn verða að labba í gegn þar erum við með stóra auglýsingu 
bara brandbuilding sem bara kynnir merkið. Og svo erum við með verslun á 
flugvellinum og svo þegar fólk er að fara úr landi þá erum við  með risa auglýsingu hjá 
rúllustiganum á leiðinni upp þar sem við erum t.d. Að auglýsa taxfree söluna og minna 
á okkur áður en fólk fer úr landi þannig ég held að þar séum við mest direct svona að 
minn á tax free shoppið uppi.  
 
Interviewer: myndir þú segja núna að útaf þessu covid ástandi og að túristunum hefur 
aðeins fækkað, að því ég hefði hugsað að túristinn fer og hann kemur ekki aftur svona 
one time opportunity. Þið greinilega hugsið þetta aðeins öðruvísi eruð þið að græða á 
því núna af því að þú talar um að þið hafið verið að promota þessa netsölu.  
 
Interviewee: já já við erum, vefveslunin hjá okkur fer sífellt stækkandi og við finnu í raun 
frekar fyrir því að vera ekki með stöðugt streymi af útlendingum til landsins að viðerum 
farin að horfa á það munstur að það gæti farið að hafa áhrif á traffík líkaí vefverslunina 
það er bara þessi sýnileiki sem 2 milljónir manns fá á ári sem við verðum af og sá 
sýnileiki er annsi dýrmætur en eins og ég segi vefversunin okkar gengur vel og það 
sem við ætlum að auka núna og fylgja eftir hvernig við ætlum að stofna til langtíma 
sambands við okkar viðskiptavini, erlenda viðskiptavini sem koma til okkar í búðir hérna 
heima. Og það er allt frá því að fá þá til að fylgja okkur á instagram, fá netfangið frá 
þeim. Geta fylgt eftir með þjónustu og hvernig best er hægt að hugsa um vöruna, eiga í 
einhverjum samskiptum við þá inn í framtíðina.  
 
Interviewer:þegar kemur að framleiðslu á auglýsingaefni hjá ykkur hvernig fer það fram 
eru þið að vinna með stofu eða fer þetta mikið fram inhouse 
 
Interviewee: ég myndi sgja svona síðustu 3árin þá erum við búin að gera meira hérna 
inhouse, við erum ekki formlega með einhver stofu lengur en við leitum til ákveðna 
verktaka svona í kringum okkur varðandi herferða concept frá okkur þannig við vinnum 
þetta bæði innan hús en pössum okkur að fá þetta utanaðkomandi balance með okkur í 
að vina herferðir. En við erum bara búin að sjá það að þetta er bara búið að breytast 
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svo rosalega á nokkrum árum, ein stofa getur ekki búið yfir öllu því sem þú þarft á að 
halda á sama stað. Við erum meira að leita til bara hvar talenti er fyrir þá vinnum sem 
við þurfum hverju sinni.  
 
Interviewer: í contentinu ykkar myndir þú segja að þið væruð meira að byggja á 
emotions og svoleiðis eða meira fókused á gæði vörunar, skiluru hvernig hugsið þið 
auglysingacontentið ykkar.  
 
Interviewee: það er rosalega erfitt að aðskilja þessa hluti algjörlega, við erum alltaf að 
koma vörunni okkar á framfarir þannig að þú upplifir þetta sem gæði og í aðstæðum 
sem hún er þannig að hún fá trúveruleika þannig að þú treystir vörunni. En við erum 
klárlega að spila inná að gefa fólki þannig að það fá svona innsýn inní þennan 
everyday lifestyle at the edge of the world eins og við köllum það. Þetta er bara á 
mörkum hins byggilega. Þarna er áhugavert fólk að gera áhugaverða hluti í svona 
absurde aðstæðum og það er soldið sem við viljum gefa fólki svona smá innblástur 
hvernig fötin okkar eru notuð dagsdaglega í svona ólíkum aðstæðum á framandi stað. 
Og það sem við erum að reyna að vekja upp hjá fólki er að þú upplifir einhverjar sterkar 
tilfinningar fyrir brandinu og ísland er soldið alltaf grunnurinn í því sem við gerum.  
 
Interviewer:okei, aðeins svona um mælikvarða og hvernig þið eruð að mæla árangur. 
Getur þú aðeins sagt mér hvaða mælikvarða þið eruð að nota og hvernig þið eruð að 
mæla árangur af auglýsingaherferðum.  
 
Interviewee:sko sölutölur eru eitt, við mælum traffík inn í allar búðir, við greinum 
sölurnar og fleira en síðan salan kemur mögulega inn seinna það er erfitt að 
nákvæmlega benda á þegar þú ert í  long term uppbyggingu en við fylgjumst með 
þróun þar en svo gerum við líka bara reglulega mælingu á styrleika vörumerkisins. Við 
höfum yfirleitt gert það í gegnum mmr. Þá erum við að bera okkur saman við aðra 
samkeppnisaðila á íslandi í þessum geira. Og síðan erum við líka að fylgjast með 
meniga, við tökum ekki alveg mark á því full fource en það gefur rosalega 
áhugaverða  sýn hvernig markaðshludeild er að færast á milli aðila. Aftur 12, 6 og 3 
mánuði. Það er mjög áhugavert að horfa á það yfir lengra tímabil.  
 
Interviewer: ég hef séð þetta há meniga þetta markaðsvaktin eða eitthvað svoleiðis, 
þannig þið eruð að skoða markaðshlutdeildina þar inni  
 
Interviewee: já þannig við erum að skoða okkur gagnvart öðrum útivistamerkjum og 
eins erum við að skoða þróun hjá okkur gagnvart öðrum útivistarmerkjum en einnig 
gagnvart eins og útilíf og H&M ellingsen, þannig við sjáum aðeins er eitthvað trend á 
markaðnum eða erum við að gefa eftir eða að bæta í. Það er mjög áhugavert að geta 
skoðað þetta.  
 
Interviewer: nú langar mig aðeins að velta fyrir mér targeting. Eru þið með eitthvað 
sérstakt positioning.  
 
Interviewee: já ef við horfum á þetta útfrá öðrum útivistarframleiðendum að það sem við 
viljum horfa á er að við erum með fatnað sem er hannaður fyrir mjög krefjandi 
aðstæður úr bestu fáanlegu efnum þá erum við að tala um goritex og fleiri 
efnaframleiðendur, við gefum ekkert eftir hvað gæði varðar, en við erum ekki að targeta 
þennan marmot artic þennan hefðbundna útivistar, útivistar hóp við náum til víðari hóps 
með það sem við köllum bara svona mínimalísk hönnun, litirnir okkar erum með þeim 
hætti að við viljum að fólk kaupi vöruna til að vera í við ólíkar aðstæður þú átt að eiga 
jakka sem þú getur farið í í skólann og líka á skíði og hann lúkkar í bæði og við viljum 
að fólk bæði kaupi vöru sem endist og ef þú tekur þetta allt saman þá erum við ekki að 
staðsetja okkur þó að mörgum finnist vörurnar okkar vera dýrar þá eru mörg merki sem 
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eru dýrari en við. Þannig ég myndi segja að við værum með mikil gæði og notagildi fyrir 
sanngjarnt verð. En við erum ekki að fara að keppa á verðum. Við erum aldrei að fara 
að fórna gæðum og notagildi og hversu lengi varan endist til þess að geta náð 
einhverjum verðpunkti til að ná að keppast á því.  
 
Interviewer: Funnellinn sem þú talaðir um áðan þið eruð með eitthvað targeting þarna 
niðri þú talaðir um markpósta og eitthvað svoleiðis. Efst í funnelnum eru það bara allir 
íslendingar 
 
Interviewee: sko hérna á íslandi þá svona oftast erum við að því að ísland er svo lítið 
þá borgar sig bara frekar á eins og samfélagsmiðlum og fleira þá borgar sig að targeta 
frekar víðar þ.e.a.s stærri hóp. Úti þá erum við að horfa á eða markhópurinn okkar 
erlendis er 25-45 ára það er svona hópurinn sem við erum að horfa á og við 
skilgreinum hann í nokkra hópa það er eins og við köllum experience seekers sem er 
svona fólk sem er móttækilegra en aðrir viðskiptavinir okkar fyrir kolabi með tískumerki 
þetta er hópur sem er 20% af okkar kúnna mengi. Hann er að kaupa sér föt, hann er 
kannski ekki að fara að nota dúnúlpuna sem virkar á everest nokkurtímann á fjalli en 
hann er að fara að nota hana niðrí miðbæ. Svo erum við með þennan útivistarhóp sem 
er svona um 70% af okkar kúnna mengi og það veltur eiginlega allt á vörunni og hvern 
við erum að targeta hverju sinni en þetta eru svona útgangspunktarnir. Svo erum við 
líka með að þetta sé fólk sem er að ferðast reglulega. Við erum í rauninni búinn að 
skilgreina og teikna upp alveg hvernig hver og einn kúnni lítur og hver hans einkenni 
eru þannig þegar við erum að targeta þá auðveldar það okkur rosalega að vita í hvaða 
criteriu við ætlum að setja 
 
Interviewer: er þetta erlendis sagðir þú það? 
 
Interviewee: já já 
 
Interviewer: eru þið að birta mikið af auglýsingum erlendis? 
 
Interviewee: við erum ekki mikið að því en við erum þó að því reglulega en mjög oft 
erum við með eitthvað í gangi á netinu. Það er samfélagsmiðlum google og fleira. En 
svo erum við reglulega með blaðabirtingar og fleira.  
 
Interviewer: ég fer nú alveg að vera búinn með listann en mig langar aðeins því partur 
af söluherferðum hjá mörgum fyrirtækjum eru útsölur. Er það eitthvað sem þið notist 
við? 
 
Interviewee: sko við rekum okkar eigin útsölumarkað. Hann er opinn allt árið um kring. 
Þannig við stýrum alveg segjum að vara sé til í small og xl þá fer hún bara beint á 
útsölumarkaðinn og við gerum það bara jafn óðum og erum þar af leiðandi aldrei með 
útsölur í okkar verslunum, okkar venjulegu verslunum en útsölumarkaðurinn er alltaf 
opinn og alltaf í gangi. Svo tvisvar á ári erum við með eitthvað sem við köllum lagersölu 
þar sem við erum í rauninni bara að hreinsa útaf útsölumarkaðinum. Þannig við reynum 
að stýra þessu soldið þannig. Annars erum við rosalega selektív á að gefa afslætti í 
búðunum okkar. Við gerum það stundum en það er þá undir einhverjum formerkjum. 
En annars erum við aldrei með útsölur í okkar eigin verslunum.    
 
Interviewer:hafi þið áhyggjur af því að útsölumarkaðurinn skaði brandið eitthvað? 
 
Interviewee: Nei hann er búinn að vera til núna í mörg mörg ár og þetta er eiginlega eitt 
í þessu sem okkur finnst mikilvægt að hafa í huga er að það er ekki komist hjá því að 
vera með einhverskonar útsölu. Við viljum frekar að vörurnar endi hjá viðskiptavinum 
heldur en þær endi að það sé farið að farga vörum. Til þess að verja merkið. Við höfum 
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verið að tríta þetta þannig að þetta eru bara síðustu stærðir, litir sem eru að detta út. 
Okkur hefur í rauninni bara fundist þetta í rauninni styrkja okkur ef eitthvað er.  
 
Interviewer: þannig það er samfélagslega ábyrgð fólgin í þessu 
 
Interviewee: já við viljum alveg nálgast þetta þannig líka. Við viljum ekki að vörurnar 
okkar endi einhverstaðar þar sem þær hafa ekki notagildi og eru ekki nýttar og þarna 
gefum við bara fólki færi á að gera bara góðan díl og í staðinn fyrir að vera með útsölur 
í okkar eigin verslunum sem mér finnst frekar vera að skaða  ímyndina og aðrar vörur í 
kring sem eru á fullu verði.  
 

Apendix 4, transcript for interview 3 

Interviewer: Eru þið með einhverjar auglýsingar sem eru sérstaklega hugsaðar til að 
byggja upp brandið? 
 
Interviewee: já við leggjum rosalega mikið upp úr því að vera með sértækar 
auglýsingar svona ímyndir auglýsingar 
 
Interviewer: hver eru svona helstu markmiðin, hvað viljið þið fá út úr þeim herferðum? 
 
Interviewee: sko við viljum náttúrulega bara bæta ímyndina okkar en svo þegar þú 
brýtur það niður þá viljum við bara höfða til okkar kaupenda og við höfum fari í mikla 
greiningarvinnu á okkar viðskiptamannahóp og tækifærum sem leynast kannski í 
hópum sem eru kannski ekki svo mikið í viðskiptum við okkur og við erum bara búin að 
sjá ákveðin tækifæri við erum í rauninni að elta ákveðna hópa með ákveðni ímynd 
skiluru reyna að bæta ímynd okkar gagnvart ákveðnum hópum við mælum og fylgjumst 
rosalega vel með ímynd okkar við tökum hérna við látum alltaf gera hérna hvað á 
maður að segja mjög tíðar mælingar á ímyndinni hvar við stöndum varðandi þjónustu 
varðandi verðlag, vöruflokka, svo tökum við líka alltaf þá í stærri mælingum á 
vörumerkjaímynd þessum stóru mælingum. Við teljum að það skipti gríðarlega miklu 
máli að halda ímyndinni. Við erum alltaf með auglýsingar í gangi til að passa upp á 
það.  
 

Interviewer: okei þannig þið eruð að mér heyrist að vinna bæði í brandinu og sölu. Eru 
þið að mæla hvað þið eru að setja mikið í skiluru brandið vs sölu eða er þetta meira 
svona tilfinning hjá ykkur? 
 
Interviewee: við fylgjumst náttúrulega mjög vel með fjármagni sem við látum frá okkur í 
auglýsingagerð og birtingar og t.d. Eins og auglýsingastofan okkar stærsta okkar 
stærtsti samtarfsaðili. Við erum í samstarfi við Hvíta húsið. Allt sem við förum með í 
gegnum þá er svona ímyndar based. Allt það fjármagn sem fer þar inn er ímyndar 
based. Flest allt eins og talandi um Ritson sem snýst að sölu hverrar viku og hvers 
mánaðar það er allt gert hér eða með öðrum hætti, þannig þar eru ákveðin skil og svo 
bara eins og með birtingarnar og Birtingahúsið við reynum að birta ímynd í sjónvarpi og 
meira í sölu eins og t.d. Í prenti og netinu líka það er aðeins blandaðara við náum alveg 
að kortleggja þetta nokkuð vel.  
 
Interviewer: þannig þó að þið séuð kannski ekki með nákvæma prósentu þá eru þið 
með nokkuð góðan fíling fyrir því hvað þið eruð að setja í hvort 
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Interviewee: já já já já og það stæði heldur ekkert á okkur að taka ef það væri einhver 
skipting málið er við höfum á síðustu árum verið að bæta mikið í auglýsingarnar og í 
birtingu á ímynd. Áður fyrr var þetta miklu meira sölu oríenterað.  
 
Interviewer: okei, hvað breytti því? 
 
Interviewee: já hvað breytti því, við vorum náttúrulega ný sem tókum við hérna og við 
vorum mjög hliðholl þessari Mark Ritson fílosofíu að þú þurfir alltaf að vera með brand-
building, að þú getir ekki bara verið í keppni um sölu hverrar viku. Þurfir alltaf að horfa 
lengra fram í tímann og sérstaklega hjá fyrirtæki eins og okkur sem er ekki með 
sérstaklega háa tíðni. Viðskiptavinir koma ekki ofta að meðaltali á ári. Þá verður þú að 
vera top of mind þegar þau koma loksins að heimsækja þig.  
 
Interviewer: að láta brandið aðeins vinna fyrir ykkur 
 
Interviewee: já ákvæmlega 
 
Interviewer: Nú eru þið kannski ekki að selja beint ykkar brand en þið eruð að selja 
alveg helling af vörumerkjum eru einhverjar flækjur sem tengjast því? 
 
Interviewee: já það eru ekki, hvað á maður að segja það eru ekki beint flækjur en það 
eru alveg ótrúlegar áskoranir. T.d. eins og hjá okkur við erum líklegast stærtsi aðili sem 
selur pípulagnir á landinu. Svo erum við með stærri aðilum sem selur málningu, flísar, 
parketi, grillum. Við erum í samkeppni við svo marga. Það sem maður horfir frekar til er 
sko hvað sum fyrirtæki beisikalí hafa það gott að geta bara einbeitt sér algjörlega á 
einn flokk. Við eigum svo ógeðslega mikið undir og þurfum að koma svo flóknum 
skilaboðum áleiðis. Þannig það má jú segja að það sé soldið flækjustig á því.  
 
Interviewer: já ég get trúað því það er örugglega erfitt að keppa við marga af þessum 
minni aðilum. Fyrirtækið þarf að standa fyrir rosalega mikið í hugum neytenda. Þetta er 
stórt verkefni.  
 
Interviewee: já þú sérð eins og núna að sumri til þú þarf að vera top of mind í gluggum í 
pallaefni í grillum, allt sem tengist utanhússframkvæmdum skiluru, lagnavöru og annað, 
meðan samkeppnisaðilinn getur verið, það eru risar í öllum þessum flokkum þetta eru 
ekki alltaf litlir aðilar í gólefnum ertu með Egill Árnason og Birgison og Parka það er 
alltaf endalaust af samkeppni 
 
Interviewer: ég ætla að færa mig aðeins yfir í mælikvarða, getur þú aðeins talað um 
hvernig þið mælið árangurinn af markaðsstarftinu ykkar? 
 
Interviewee: sko við reum í góðu samstarfi við Gallup og við erum hérna hvað á maður 
að segja með hálfgerðan kannanarvef þeir í rauninni halda utan um allar mælingarnar 
okkar við sendum út markaðskannanir bæði til einstaklinga og til fagmanna reynum að 
taka það að lágmarki einu sinni á ári og t.d. Þessa stóra almenna markaðskönnunin 
hún hefur verið gerð síðan 90 og eitthvað svo við erum með roasalega góða 
þróunarmynd þar. Úr þeim mælingum fygjumst við alltaf með ákveðnum lykilþáttum. 
Við erum með fullt af þjónustumælikvörðum fullt af ímyndarmælikvörðum eins og t.d. 
bara verðímynd vöruúrvali, þjónustu, við mælum top of mind, hvar við röknum þegar þú 
hugsar um byggingarvöru versalnir og þegar þú hugsar um einhvern vöruflokk. Þannig 
við hugsum rosalega vel upp á allar mælingar og fáum þetta alltaf reglulega sett inn á 
svona mælaborð og það blikkar rosalega fljótt rautt ljós ef við erum að gera eitthvað 
rosalega skakt. Svo mælum við líka auglýsingaeftirtekt. Við fáum alltaf mælingar hvort 
fólk taki eftir auglýsingum frá okkur og samkeppnisaðilum svo gæðaprófum við efnið 
líka við sendum á gallup hreyfiauglýsingar þar sem  
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Interviewer: tengt targeting, eru þið að brjóta upp markaðinn og sækja sérstaklega á 
einhverja ákveðna hópa eða er þetta meira bara massinn? 
 
Interviewee: já aðalega í fagsölunni þar brjótum við markaðinn niður frekar mikið, við 
tölum við pípara við tölum við smiði við tölum við múrara við tölum við þakverktaka allt 
á mismunandi hátt það þarf ekki að vera beint í gegnum auglýsingar gæti verið t.d. Í 
gegnum efni á vefsíðu eða jafnvel viðburði fyrir þennan hóp. Varðandi almenna 
markhópa þar brjótum við líka mikið niður skilaboðin. VIð tókum t.d. Miklu 
stefnubreytingu fyrir nokkrum árum síðan þegar við áttuðum okkur á því að við þyrftum 
að tala meira við konur og konur á ákveðnum aldri og síðan þá erum við búnir að reyn 
að targeta þær og mælum allar birtingar út frá því hvort við séum að ná til þessa hóps. Í 
hverjum og einum birtingaflokk. Við erum að innleiða CRM kerfi erum að innleiða Ax og 
hugmyndin er að fara í enn meira targetaðara markaðssetningu enn að sama skapi þá 
getur það verið rosalega tvíbeitt sverð í svona litlu umhverfi eins og ísland er að ætla 
að targetara sig of mikið jú þú getur targetað þig með skilaboðum en þú verður að 
passa þig. Þú getur targetað þig útaf markaðnum. Þú getur targetað þig það mikið að 
þú skerðir árangurinn þinn. Þannig það er rosalega mikilvægt finnst mér fyrir íslenskam 
markað að vera með. Hvað á maður að segj aðlaðandi auglýsingaefni sem er 
markhópatengt en passaður að targeta þig ekki útaf kortinu 
 
Interviewer: er einhver munur þegar þið eruð að keyra ímyndarauglýsingar eða 
söludrifna efnið, eru þið með þrengra targeting í sölunni? 
 
Interviewee: Að mörgu leiti er þetta svipað, við búum bara að því að við erum með svo 
ógeðslega góða miðla hérna að við getum leyft okkur það, við þurfum ekki að hafa 
mikla aðgreiningu í ímynd eða vöruskilaboðum. Það er einhvern veginn, það er frekat 
þannig að við lesum út styrkleika hvers miðils. En í sjálfum sér 
 
Interviewer: Til að enda þetta þá langar mig aðeins að tala um útsölur við þig. Þið notist 
við útsölur, hver er aðal ástæðan fyrir þvi? 
 
Interviewee: Málið er það þetta er mjög góð spurning, þegar hrunið kom hérna og 
byggingarmarkaður hreinlega þurkaðist út. Þá var tekin mikil stefnumótun hérna áður 
en ég kom. Þetta var í kringum 2010-2011. Þá var niðurstaðan sú að taka út alla 
afslætti, vera ekki með útsölur. Til að tryggja jafnt verð fyrir alla. Þarna voru 
einstaklingar orðnir svo stór hluti af markaðnum. Fjölskyldurnar voru fjársterkari heldur 
en fagmenn þannig að það var lækkað verðið til þeirra. Það var bara flatt verð. Þetta 
gekk frá áramótum 2011-12 þangað til ég byrjaði haustið 2013. Þá kom nýr forstjóri 
sem var til í þetta en við sjáum alls ekki eftir því bæði er það þannig að auglýsa góð 
verð fyrir alla er smá ´murbúðar approachið nema múrbúðin fór á endanum í útsölur. 
Málið er bara að allar mælingar varðandi verð ímynd, þennan skammtíma söluárangur. 
Útsölur og afslættir virka þar. Virka betur en allt annað. Það er svo ríkt í manninum að 
vilja gera góð kaup. Við erum mjög hlinnt því að að vera með afslætti og útsölur 
 
Interviewer: heldur þú að það spila eitthvað inní eins og ég sagði áðan að nú eru þið 
ekki beint að selja Byko vörur. Heldur þú að það spili inní afhverju þið eruð aðeins 
rólegri í   
 
Interviewee: málið er það að við vorum að fá einhverja bestu vörumerkjamælingu sem 
vði höfum fengið nýlega. Fólk vill gera góð kaup. Þú þarft að vera top of mind með 
sterka ímynd en þú þarft líka að vera með góð verð og afslætti.  
 
Interviewer: þegar þið horfið á markaðinn eru þið miki að fókusa á að reyna að fá meira 
úr núverandi kúnnum eða snýst þetta meira um að fá bara inn stöðuga traffík.  
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Interviewee: þetta er samblanda af báðu. T..d í hulduheimsóknum að starfsmenn reyni 
að stækka körfurnar og krossselja. Við höldum rosalega vel utan um alla markhópalista 
og annað af fyrrverandi kúnnum. Við viljum senda þér tilboðin og fréttabréfin. Þannig þú 
sért líklegur til að koma til baka. Svo er þetta bara þannig til dæmis hjá 
einstaklingunum. Þú skiptir kannski um húsnæði svona 3 á ævinni. Það er rosalega 
dýrmætt að vera ekki bara að einbeita þér að núverandi kúnnum. Núverandi kúnni 
smíðar bara einn pall, hann setur eldhús í eitt hús á margra ára fresti þannig þú þarft 
líka að fá, þú þarft að passa þig að ver top of mind hjá unga fólkinu ef þú ert ekki þar 
soldið sterkur. Þá ertu í vandræðum bara eftir augnablik, þannig við erum bæði að 
halda trú við núverandi kúnna en svo verðum við að vera mjög grimm að sækja nýja 
viðskiptavini.  
 
Interviewer: mest af ykkar auglýsingaconntenti snýst um það að sækja 
 
Interviewee: já og nei við tölum líka auðvitað við nýja viðskiptavini, við erum með 
50.000 manna facebook síðu. Við erum alltaf að tala við mjög stóran hóp, blöndu af 
núverandi og nýjum viðskiptavinum. Við erum risstór á þessum markaði þannig við 
þurfum að vera með alla anga úti til að halda sama árangri.  
 

Apendix 5, transcript for interview 4 

Interviewer:Hver er þín tilfinning fyrir því hvernig fyrirtæki á íslandi eru að balanca 
brandbuilding og sales activation herferðum. Eru þau að gera þetta vel eða? 
 
Interviewee: í mörgum tilvikum er þetta handahófskennt, í mörgum tilfellum er sett 
samansafn merki á milli branding og sales. Og í mörgum tilvikum er ekki í rauninni 
verið að fást við branding helfur í rauninni heldur eingöngu við sales. Það er 
skammtíma hugsun eða skammtíma sýn í markaðsstarfi og hún snýst ekki um 
langttíma uppbyggingu á vörumerki eða vörumerkjavirðis. En mín tilfinning er líka að 
þetta sé að breytast. Allavega í sumum fyrirtækjum. Og í sumum fyrirtækjum er þetta 
að færast frá þessum skammtíma mælkvörðum sem snúast kannski bara um hvað þú 
seldir margar einingar í gær, eftir að við birtum auglýsingu í blaðinu í fyrradag. Í 
langtíma hugsun þar sem hugsað er úti hvernig er verið að staðfæra vörumerkið til 
langstíma og huga að ávinningnum að þeirri staðfærslu og ég tek Krónuna sem dæmi 
um það það er ágætt dæmi um það þar sem verið er að horfa frá svona short term 
hugsun í marketing yfir í það er actually verið að reyna að staðfæra fyrirtækið yfir í til 
lengri tíma sem er öðruvísi heldur en keppinauturinn og hefur eitthvað svona langtíma 
vision um hvers konar vörumerki krónan ætlar að vera og afhverju það færir þeim 
einhvern fjárhagslegan árangur til lengri tíma 
 
Interviewer: Heldur þú að fyrirtæki séu yfir höfuð að mæla það hversu mikið þau eru að 
setja í brandbuilding  
 
Interviewee:ekki neme þá bara í formi adspend en ég veit það ekki ég hef svo sem ekki 
forsendur til að meta það, en mín tilfinning er að það sé ekki verið að gera það nema 
að takmörku leiti.  
 
Interviewer: hefur þú heyrt talað um 60/40 regluna 
 
Interviewee:örugglega ég man samt ekki eftir því núna 
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Interviewer: Hvernig finnst þér að markaðsstarf ætti að vera mælt út frá brand-building 
og sales og hvað finnst þér vera svona helstu mistök sem fyrirtæki eru að gera þegar 
kemur að mælikvörðum.  
 
Interviewee: kannski algengustu mistökin eru að einblína of mikið á skammtíma 
mælikvarða sem eru þá sala eða svörun til skammstíma, þegar menn horfa of mikði á 
hvað menn eru að selja í dag. Það hefur mér funist vera svona mjög ríkjandi og minni 
áherslu á hvað á maður að segja samfellda langtíma mælingar á vörumerkinu eins og 
þessar soft, mjúku mælingar eins og vitundar mælingar. Og það sé actually verið að 
nýta þessi gögn sem koma út úr þessum mælingum  til að bregðast þá við. Og grípa þá 
til einhverja aðgerða og mæla þá árangurinn af þeim aðgerðum eins og er tilltögulega 
auðvellt að gera ef við horfum á vitund eða top of mind eða, þessir hlutir virðast ekki 
vera að skila sér næganlega inn í markaðsstarfið og þær aðgerðir sem þarf síðan 
mögulega að grípa til. Það þarf að mæla hversu langlíf eru þessi áhrif eins og tild 
dæmis af auglýsingum, hversu langvarandi lifa þessui áhrif og erum við að fá það út úr 
þfjárfestingunni sem við viljum.  
 
Interviewer: hver er þín skoðun á mælikvarðanum return on marketing investment. 
 
Interviewee:ég hef bara ekki séð neitt fyrirtæki actually eða ég hef ekki fengið þau gögn 
upp í hendurnar frá neinu fyrirtæki sem sýnir mér svart á hvítu hver árangurinn af 
fjárfestingunni er og eina sem ég hef í höndunum svona hands on er t.d. Af 
auglýsingum t.d. Í leitarvélum. En það er nótabene skammtíma mælikvarði.  
 
Interviewer: Ef við færum okkur aðeins yfir almennt í targeting. Hvernig finnst þér að 
fyritæki ættu að notast við targeting og  
 
Interviewee:sko ef maður horfir á þetta út frá vörumerki og staðfærslu vörumerkja þarf 
að huga að einhhverju sem kallast stefnumiðuð markaðsfærsla. Sem í rauninni snýrst 
um tvennt, staðfærslu vörumerkisins þ.e.a.s. Hvaða ímynd á að skapa vörumerkinu og 
síðan gangvart hvað hópum á að staðfæra vörumerkið, hvaða markhópur. Mjög oft er 
ekki verið að huga að þessum þáttum samhliða þegar fyrirtæki eru í einhversskonar 
aðgerðum. T.d. þear fyritæki eru að auglýsa. Þá er óljóst gagnvart hverjum er verið að 
auglýs, markhópurinn er ekki endilega skýr í huga stjórnenda sem er eru að stýra 
þessum herferðum og jafnvel er staðfærslan ekki ljós heldur. Þetta tvennt er eitthvað 
sem fyrirtæki mættu huga miklu betur að þ.e.a.s. Að huga samhliða að staðfærslu 
vörumerkja og markhópnum sem þau vilja staðfæra vörumerkið gagnvart og það á 
síðan að ráða því hvernig targeting á að vinna með í auglýsingaherfðerum. Þannig það 
er oft svolítið óskýrt.  
 
Interviewer:Stundum fæ ég það á tilfinninguna að fyrirtæki séu að búa til einhvern 
markhóp sem er ekkert rosalega mikil vinna á bakvið. Og maður efast stundum hvaðan 
hugsunin á bakvið þann markhóp kom.  
 
Interviewee: ég held að það sé mjög handahófskennt hvernig þessir hópar verða til. 
Það er í rauninni rangnefni að tala um markhópa þetta er í rauninni bara top of mind 
hópar í huga markaðssjóra eða stjórnenda.  
 
Interviewer:Þegar þú ert að auglýsa brandið annars vegar og svo að reyna að selja 
hins vegar er einhver munur þar á hvað varðar targeting? 
 
Interviewee: Nei, væntanlega, það geta verið flækjustig í þessu að sjálfsögðu ef 
fyrirtæki eru að selja margskonar vöru til mismunandi hópa. Þú þarft mögulega að 
nálgast ákveðna markhópa með tiltekna vöru en aðra ekki og notast við einhverja aðra 
nálgun ef þú ert með aðra vöru. En at the end of the day þá hlýtur þú sem stjórnandi 
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fyritækis að hafa einhverja tilfinningu fyrir því hvers konar hópur það er sem þú vilt 
byggja vörumerkið þitt upp gagnvart þannig þetta getur ekki verið í dag einhver einn 
hópur en á morgun einvher annar það þarf að vera einhver samfellla í því hvernig þú 
birtir gagnvart mögulega þrengri undirhópum en þú getur ekki veirð eitt vörumerki 
gagnvart þeim en svo eitthvað annað vörumerki gagvart einhverjum öðrum. En það 
snýst meira um einhvers konar taktíska nálgun srtategían snýst meira um að staðfæra 
vörumerkið til lengri tíma gagnvart einhverjum lykil markhópum og koma fram 
einhverjum vörumerkistengdum þáttum og byggja upp einhverja vörumerkjatengda 
þætti gagvart þeim hópi til langstíma þú getur taktískt miðað skilaboðum niðra þrengri 
hópa fyrir ákveðna vöru en skilaboðin þurfa að vera í takti við hvers konar vörumerki þú 
ert með.  
 
Interviewer: til að enda þetta þá langar mig aðeins að ræða um útsölur. Hver er þín 
skoðun á útsölum og tilboðum og svona hvað varðar áhrif þeirra á brandið? Eru 
fyrirtæki að ofnota þetta? Eða vannýta? 
 
Interviewee: Ég held að þetta komi aðeins inná það sem við vorum að tala um áðan um 
return on investmnet. Ég held að menn grípa oft til útsölu því þessir mælikvarðar lyggja 
ekki fyrir. Menn sjá skammtíma lausn í því að vera með útsölu því það hreyfir við 
markaðnum. Menn fá margar einingar seldar í hús. En til langs tíma þá er ávinningurinn 
allavega af því sem ég hef lesið takmarkaður og mögulega skaðlegur til lengri tíma. Já 
ég held að oft sé verið að skaða vörumerkið. Eða að þetta eru einu taktísku aðgerðirnar 
sem fyrirtæki geta gripið í til að selja sína vöru og þjónustu. Að lækka verð er ekki góð 
strategía að vera með vörumerki sem hefu sterka tengingu við útsölur og lágt verð já 
ég held að það sé ofnotað og oft skaðlegra en fyrirtæki gera sér grein fyrir. En einmitt 
af því að það liggja ekki fyrir tölur um aðrsemi fjárfestinga nema til mjög skammstíma.   
 
Interviewer:Hvernig finnst þér fyrir retailera vs fyrirætki sem eru bara með eitt brand er 
munur þar á þegar kemur að tilboðum og útsölu.  
 
Interviewee: Að öllu jöfnu þá er tilgangurinn með því að byggja upp vörumerkjavirði er 
að fá fólk eða þinn markhóp til að kaupa oftar, meira og á háu verði, á hærra verði. Að 
sjálfsögðu eru þættir sem hafa áhrif á hversu auðvelt er að gera það, samkeppni hefur 
þar klárlega áhrif. En veikast áðgreining vörumerkja liggur í verði. Þar er líka minnsti 
ávinningurinn til langs tíma. Ég held að það vanti oft t.d. Bara það að hafa þessi þrjú 
markmið að leiðarljósi í uppbyggingu vörumerkja er gjarnan ekki til staðar. Og 
tilhneygingin er sú að horfa bara á einn þátt. Sem er að selja meira en líta alveg fram 
hjá því, aðseminni á því að horfa til fólks á forsendum verðs t.d. Sem þýðir það að þú 
ert að ríra vörumerkjavirðið, eða það vex mögulega hægar en það gæti verið. En sterk 
vörumerki standa líka betur í samkeppni við önnur vörumerki. Að sjálfsögðu er verð 
eitthvað sem skiptir máli en ef þú ætlar eingöngu að takast á við samkeppni á 
forsendum verðs þá ertu bara að skjóta þig í fótinn.  
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Apendix 6, results from SPSS analysis 

 

 

 
 

Meðaltal á hversu mikið fyrirtæki vilja bæta í BB 

 
 

Fyrir þá sem vilja ekki breyta 
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Apendix 7, questioner 

 

1. Er fyrirtækið sem þú starfar hjá að mæla hversu miklum fjármunum er eytt í 

auglýsingar sem leggja áherslu á vörumerkjauppbyggingu (e. brand-building) sérstakleg 

og hversu  miklu er eytt í auglýsingar sem leggja áherslu á sölu (e. sales activations) 

sérstaklega? 

 

2. Hversu stór hluti af fjármunum sem fyrirtækið eyðir í auglýsingar telur þú að fari 

annars vegar í söluherferðir (e. sales activations) og hins vegar í 

vörumerkjauppbyggingu (e.brand-building)? Ath. ekki er verið að tala um kostnað sem 

fer í framleiðslu á auglýsingunum heldur birtingakostnað. Hér er átt við fyrirtækið sem 

þú starfar hjá. 

 

3. Hversu stór hluti þess fjámagns sem fyrirtækið eyðir í auglýsingar finnst þér að ætti 

annars vegar að fara í söluherferðir (e.sales activations) og hins vegar í 

vörumerkjauppbyggingu (e. brand-building)? Ath. ekki er verið að tala um kostnað sem 

fer í framleiðsu á auglýsingunum heldur birtingakostnað. Hér er átt við fyrirtækið sem 

þú starfar hjá. 

 


